Dean 's Office to
Be Investigated

Spa Day Specia l
Tonight the festivities of Colby 's Second Annual
Spa Day will continue , featuring the Colby Centennial
Coronet Band , comedian Peter Cohnj Henry Osborne
and Curt Gowdy, and other special guests. It 'll be a
great time tp unwind in the friendl y Spa spirit .
Spa Day is a tribute to J ohn and Peter J oseph,
who have been catering to the Colb y crowd for two
decades now. It would be especiall y good for them if students would take tne responsibility toni ght to pay
off their ever-growing Spa bills. Let 's make it a good
evening all around.

Phi Delt \
Community Service

Day

If you had happened to be around Fraternity row
last Saturday afternoon and saw a swarm bf little
people buzzing around , don ' t worry. They are not next
year 's freshman class. Rather , they were participating
in the Annual Phi Delta Theta communit y service day. The
day was sponsored by the brothers of Phi Delt who
opened their house to about forty youngsters from the
Waterville area and their Colb y big brothers and sisters.
The kids were treated to an afternoon of fun and
games, with kickball , football , frisbee contests , tug
of war , cartoons , and an endless supp ly of rainbo w punch and
other food treats. Culmination of the day was the
rafflin g off of toys and game s to some of the luck y
youngsters. Everyone participating had a fine tim e
all around , inclu ding one you ng fellow who when asked
if he planned to attend Colby someday rep lied:
"Heck no ,-U. Maine Orono!"

HEA VING UP THE FOOTBALL, this youngster engages
in a favorite Colby pastime on the lawn in front of Phi
Delta Theta. The Phi Delts brought f ortykids to tbe bill
for a day of frolic as their contribution to tbe community.
(Photo by BvsitHl),

Anderson to Attend Groundbreaking ,
Assoc. Asks for 'Student Presence
The Student Associat ion , Monday, unanimousl y
passed a resolution to allow Executive Chairperson
Bob Ander son to attend the: Irifirmar y ^ouhdorea -dri g
ceremon y on May 12 at 12:30. The resoluti on, submitted by Social Life Chair person Spencer Aitel ,
also requires Anderson to "verb ally express the feelings
of the Student Association Executive Committee on
this issue" and to communi cate " the rationale for
this statement to the ECHO , the Board of Trustees ,
Dr. Robert Strider , Dr. Clarence Dore , Carl Nelson,
and Pri scilla Sargent. " .
This resolution followed a resolution rescindin g
last week's resolution requiring Anderson not to attend the cerem ony . This chan ge in action followed .
Anderson 's consultations with Dr. Strider , Board of
Trustee Chairman Palmer , Student Trustee rep resentatives , and students . There was some debate at
the Stu-A meeting concerning the feasibility of a more
vociferous protest , with J eff Gottsfeld suggesting that
if Stu-A led the students in a demon stration there
would be a stron g response. Spenc er Aite l said that
he th ought that the students could still stop the building
of the infirmary , noting that contracts have not been
signed yet. Dan Alexander pointed out that the students

Of immed iate Concern

.

Candida tes Night-toni ght in the Coffee House
Class Officers 6:30-8:00
Board of Trustees Student Representatives 8 :00-9:00
Open EPC Hearing -9:00 toni ght in the Coffee

House

Elections —tomorrow outside dinin g halls
Class Off icers
Two Student Representatives to the Board of
Trus tees and an EP C poll

To Pros pective Female
ATO Members

The bro thers of ATO invite all women intereste d
in livin g in ATO next year to attend a meeting on this
Monda y night at 7 pm in the living room of ATO . The
purpose of t he meet ing is to explain the procedure we
,, will use for the selection of female residents and to
give intere sted candidates an opportunity to ask any
ques t ions t hey migh t have , Those of you who canno t
a tt end Monday 's meet ing, bu t arc in t eres ted , please
leave you r name and telephone extension with any of
the brothers , or on the sign-up sheet in the front
_ _ -_ _ _ - . _ r ATA

were made aware of the issue in an October survey and
that there was. nothin gtas b,gwv. that.t; he .issue:=was .•>. :
6pe.il Anderson stated his position in a paper quoting
Board of Trustee Representative Gerry Connoll y saying
" this type of antagonism is too late and futile... "
The Executive Committ ee, while as a group disappr oving of a demonstration , did endorse student presence
at the ceremon y. They thoug ht havin g students there
to back up Anderson 's statement would impress the
officials present . Anderson expressed the belief that
"a well planned and orderl y understatement " would
really effectively put the point across.

Executive Chairperson Bob Anderson has decided
to conduct a Student Association-backed investigation
into the Dean of Students ' office next falL The
"extensive objective studty" will hopefull y either get
to the bottom of or dispel the bad feeling and mistrust
which apparentl y exists between Dean Wyman and
a significant percentage of Colby students. Anderso n
envisions a comprehensive investigation of not only
Wyman 's office, but of the other deans as well, and
also of the Clinical ' Psychologists. According to
Anderson , Dean Wyman believes a bro adly sweeping
investi gation will be ultimatel y beneficial to everybody concerned , for he feels that this type of object ivity will lead to a-better relationshi p between himself
and students.
Moreover , Dean Wyman has agreed that it 's to his
advanta ge and to the advanta ge of students called
in to seehim that he explain at the outset of all meetings
exactly what the student has been called in for. This
new covenant between the Dean's office and students
is considered veryimportant , and if it is carried out
in the spirit of honesty and impro ving understanding,
is expected to lead to more fruitful relations for all
concerned. Anderson hopes Wyman will live up to his side
of the agreement , and urges students to find out at
the outset why they have been called in to see the Dean.
According to Anderson , "Wyman admits that he
sometimes mishandles affairs , especially ones of a
personal natu re. He finds that working with problems that
are personal rather than educational in nature are
generall y less satisfying and sometimes downri ght
unp leasant. Anderson believes that Dean Wyman is acting
in good faith in calling for a full investigation of his
office, and is also "extremely pleased with the cooperation
of the Clinical Psycholog ists."
"Unfortunate " situations develop , and the particular
one leading to the upcoming investigation involves '
Virginia Ogozalek ('76) and her "involvement with
former Professor of Psychology Michael DeSisto.
The story is exceedin gly involved , but it concerns
leaks in confidentiality of both the Dean 's office and
the Clinical Psychologists' office , as well as allegatio ns
that Wyman grossly misha ndled the affair. On Friday, April
25 , there was a meeting, at Wyman 's suggestion,
to clear up this particular misunderstanding. Besides
the two principles, Bob Anderson , Clinical Psychologist
Perez, and Virginia 's witness, Helene Morneau were
in attendance. Althoug h Virginia was not really satisfied
by what came out of die investiga tory meeting, it
is hoped that throug h further investigation a better under standing will be reached.

M inorities Proposals on P resident 's Desk,
Stu-A H ears Payne 's Report

Gloria Payne reported at this week's Stu-A meeting
that President Strider will prese nt a form al statement
about the Minorities Pro posal on May 9. The statem ent ,
requ ested by Payne and Executive Chairperson Bob
Anderson , will be sent to the Board of Trustees , the
Chairmen of the Board Committees , and G loria Payn e. ,
The notice will be received by the members of the
Board Executi ve Committee by May 19, when most of
them will be at a Board EPC meetin g.
Gloria stated th at if were necessar y she would
meet with Trustee Chairman Palmer again. She had
met with Palmer earlier co encourage quicker action
on the proposals and discovered at that meeting that
the Board was wai ting for initial action to be taken
by Presiden t Strider. That statement had prom pted
Payne and Anderson 's meeting with Strider.

O t her Business
Also discussed at the Monday Student Association
meeting were plans for a survey on the EPC proposals
to determine the student reaction to them. Phil Lee
though t that it would be unwise for Stu-A or the EPC
student representatives on the Task Force to push for
Facul ty approval of the proposal if the student body
didn 't support them. The survey will be given at the
elections this Friday. There are also going to be open
hearings at the Coffeehouse this Thursday at 9:00 pm.
J ane Brox , a Ri ghts and Rules Committee member,
repor ted on the tood plan surve y given recently. She
said that other committee members were reticent to
take any action in providing an alternative meal plan ,
feeling that the project was too big. Committ ee Chairpers on Scott McDermott suggested waiting on the

by Jennifer. Strode
issue until next year when new committees will be
form ed, saying that he would solicit for more active
committee members.
Faculty Evaluation plans are getting b ogged down
due to lade of time and student interest. Bruce Cummings
suggested using a standardized evaluation form created
by the Education al Testing Service, but Stu-A felt the
cost ($1200-$ 1500) was proh ibitive. Anderson suggested that some student energy could create a system
to get the information before school ends , noting it
need not be tabulated until this summer. Students
interested should contact Dan Mall ovc or the Executive
Committee.
Marth a Nist reported to the Executive Committee
that the Roberts Renovation Committee , which she
chairs , met last Friday and set up committees. She
also made a request to the Board for permission to
reduce the committee 's size, feeling 18 people was an
unworkable size. Plans were made to have a public
meeting on Monday to sound student ideas on the
renovation.
J oel Horn approached the Student Association to
request a $2000 loan to set up a Photo Club store.
He needs the loan before next year in order to get the
discount he anticipates. The outlet he has appl ied to
receivesa 5% discount but the store they patronize
often runs out of stock. J oel said he felt the savings
would increase Photo Club membershi p, which currentl y stands at 75 , would provide better services
and would pass discounts on to all students through
the club. Executive Chairperson Anderson expressed
a concent at possible losses that the Student Association could incur. A decision will be made next week.

The Highes t Standard
As the prime communications link between the
Board and the student body , there is a great responsibility
on the Student Representative to keep informed
about the strength and variety of student opinion. The
Representativemust be willing to devote time to gathering
this opinion both informally and formally through
surveys and questionnaires and then be able to present
the student viewpoint clearly and without apology.
The Student Representative must also be in tou ch
with the efforts of other student groups and individuals
who are working for the improvement of residential and
academic life here. In particular , the Representative
must work closely with the Student Association both
in giving and receiving guidance.
Martha Nist, who is currently a Representative
to the Board of Trustees and is seeking re-election, receives
our endorsement because she has lived up to her
responsibilities. Indeed , her tireless work in hel ping
gather information on student attitudes toward building
priorities, her forceful presentation of that information
to the Board and her continuing diligence in being
informed about issues of importance and her cooperation
with other students has set the highest standard of
effectiveness for the position she holds. We urge students to

benefit from Martha Nist's experience, energy and
dedication by re-electing her this Friday.
The large field of candidates for Student Representative to the Board of Trustees attests to the importance
of the position and the awareness by many students
that it is a necessary post from which the interests
of the student body can be defended. We would not
have a Roberts Renovation Committee today if
there had not been a strong and determined student
voice on the Board of Trustees.
It is decisions which will have affect on the school,
not first next year or the year after, but those spanning .
decades which the Board of Trustees makes. They
are decisions like whether to build an Infirmary, a Theatre
or a Science building, whether there should be a minority
community at Colby or whether the CSFC Report
is an adequate blueprint for Colby's operation in the
next ten years. For a Student Representative to make a
meaningful contribution to these decisions requires foresight and a concern beyond the immediate situation or
issue. The Student Rep. must have a conception of
what the needs of students here will always be and
be able to relate those needs to what Board Chairmen
Albert Palmer has called "the overall effort we are
making here at Colby."

Hew A.D J. - Sam e old Polities
Colby now has a permanent Athletic Director in
Richard McGee. There is no excuse for.such a late
announcement for this position (A pril 30). The Search
committee and Pres. Robert Strider can without
a doubt, cite complications involved in arriving at
a decision. But the fact remains that the acting director,
here the entire year, was awarded the position at a
very late date. As a side light it might be added that
the ECHO was never notified of this announcement. The repercussions of that fact alone could cause
a "little war" with the administration. However, that
involves no one's real interests nor will it produce
any positive results. But what of the connotations?
Intended or coincidence, President Rober t Strider's
announcement came with only two weeks of remaining

Values and
Sexual Behavior
The ECHO reports this week on an interesting and
informative discussion sponsored by the People 's
Group on the subject of homosexuality. If it was an
example of what this group can do then it is apparent
that the discussions of this group can have great potential as a foru m in which we can confront our sexual
behavicr and determine what exactly our values are
with regard to it.
The personal problems which arise from indiscriminate sexual encounter , one "aspect of this week's
discussion, are not applicable to homosexuals alone.
Most of us will always face , while here, the question
of whether our relations with men and women have
the meaning or beauty which we would hope for or
expect. We should also not be indifferent to the
persecution which homosexuals endure because few of
us live lives that would not be subject to someone's
criticism. To be concerned about this does not mean
one must march around or wear buttons. It requires
only that we develop a true tolerance of those who are
different from ourselves.
Whil e t he pr oblems t hemselves can only b e solved
by renewed individual contact , th ere is underst anding
to be gained from talk. When for most people here t he
strictures of an imposed moral-religious system are gone
unless we in tend to muddle through prey to whatever
guil t feelings and prejudices remain of what was forcefed t o us , we must take an active role in 'd efining values
which are truly ovr own. This can be done in discussions like the one sponsored by the People's Group in ,
which one is confron ted by the similar problems faced
by homosexuals and he terosexuals in achieving meaning
ful in terpersonal relations.
Whether the People's Grou p is in existence next year
will depend on the number of students interested in
such a dialogue and whet her t he group itself is willing
to broaden its perspective.
JMM

The ECHO wil l p u b lish letters to the student
body in the Letters to the Editor section , but only if
they are signed Letters should be submitted to the
ECHO office , 101 Runnals , no later than Tuesday
noon.

classes. Earlier this semester, there was much talk of
developing a group from all facets of the college which
might meet with the new A.D. to express the school's
interests in a conscientious manner. This would have
been an important means to improve the Physical Edu
cation and Athletic department in becoming more
responsive to students wants and needs. However,
now with no time available, this can not be done.
The opportunity to adequately meet with the
new A.D. before and while he is developing and
restructuring the department has passed. If the new
or continued policies don 't satisfy the college at an
optimum level, students will have to work for change,
as it is now no longer possible to have a positive influence at the outset.

iPC Prop osals

An ECHO Analysis

Letters to the Editors
Women 's Health Care Proposal

An Open Letter to the Student Bod y :
The Ad Hoc Committee on Women 's Health Care
would like to present the following p roposal to the
student body. . This proposalis a result of research
about women 's health needs at Colby. Members of
the committee have canvassed Colby women about the
current health care, as well as interviewing the Director
of Health Services at Colby; Carl Nelson , and Nurse
Sargeant. There has also been consultation with the
Waterville Family Planning Clinic and the Portland
Feminist Health Project. The results of a questi onnaire
to the health services of comparable institutions are
expected this summer. Findings will be incorporated
into possible further action.
A copy of our proposal is being given to the Director
of Health Services and the Student Association, as well
as being posted on bathroom doors across campus.
Please read the proposal carefully. Student support is
essentials We would appreciate yours.
We, the undersigned, advocate the institution of
the followingprogram as part of Colby 's Health Care
pl an:
(1) a counselor who advocates family p tanning.
The counselor 's duties -will be:
—extensivegynecologica l and birth control
y.
education
—self-examinatio n clinics
—abortion education , counseling and referral
(2) a female medical worker (either an RN trained
in family planning or a gynecologist) qualified
to carry out routine gynecological care and to
prescri be and dispense all of the following birth
control methods .—the pill
—tbe diaph ragm
-tbe WD
—tbe condom and. foam
(3) carefu l and thoroug h testing to accompany
prescr iption of the pill including:
—a compl ete family history
—p ap smear
—p elvic examination
—blood iest
—urine analysis
—breast examination
—bloodpre ssure readi ng
— VD screening
and p eriodicfollow -up examinations and checks.
We also strongly urge a re-evaluation of the current
school health insurance policy -in order to allow for the
most complete coverage of tbe above services.
Tbe availability of the above services should be well
publicized.
We re commend perio dic student evaluatio n of the
pr ogramand personnel.
This proposal has been unanimously ratified by the
Executive Board of the Student Association.
All students are invited to support the proposal,
as this issue involves men as well as women.
In struggle,
The Ad Hoc Committee on
Women 's Health Services
Carrie Johns Lise Van Vooren
Jane Hubley Beth Van Horn
Jud y Ferster Anne Menard

The EPC proposal to raise the credit value of the
normal course to four, and the rationale behind it,
will be the subject of an hearing tonight for the
faculty and students. We urge our readers to attend
because it should be lively discussion, in view of the
fact that most of the science division and a good
portion of the Modern Language Dept. oppose the
p lan. But If the desultory attendance at faculty meetings
is any indication oi the faculty 's interest in their
responsibility as guardians of the academic program,
then optimism about their attendance at tonight 's
hearing is probably misplaced;
It should be a lively meeting anyway, if all those stu^ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i:
dents come who think the idea stinks because it falls
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CCS EstablishingP riorities
by Alan Taylor
The visit of Dr. Thomas Carney, a professor in
business administration at trie Universitypf Manitoba, to the Center for Coordinated Studies, on
April 24 sparked enthusiasm and a flurry of activity. Dr. Carney suggested the application of pol-¦
ling and consensus decision-making methods to • "
running the Center. His suggestions were received
very favorably and seem to fit perfectly with the
Center's philosophy of mass participation in decision-making.
"Dr. Carney showed us how to involve as many
people with a minimum of dissatisfaction and debate. It was such an eye opener," Center Director
Professor Howard Koonce said. Colby, in general,
and the Center in particular, are involved in change
and suggested change. "The Center needs direction
now. It has good mechanisms to effect change and
enact what the students want. Carney's suggestions
will enable us to find out what the people living in
the Center want," Glen Newsome said. A four-stage
p lan designed to determine in what directions Colby,
and the Center, should go is' being implemented!
The first step was taken over the weekend with
the issuance of a questionnaire to all upperclassmen
who intend to live in Foss-Woodman next year. The
questionnaire sought to discover what should be done
by the Center in the next five years... On Sunday the
questionnaires were tabulated and the twenty foremost suggestions were elicited.
The second step will be a polling to take place
during dinner at the Foss dining hall tonight or
tommorrow night. Students who intent to live in the
Center next year will be asked to rank in order of
priority the twenty suggestions. Those who plan to
live in the Center but don't eat there that night will
be reached separately. The results will then be tabulated. Step three will be the compilation of a priority sheet, ranked from one to twenty, derived
from the poll.
Stage four utilizes cross impact matrix analysis
to determine how the various suggestions interrelate
and will affect each other. The goal is to find which of
the suggestions will have the best effect on enacting
the others. The suggestion that will have the greatest
effect on achieving the several goals desired by the
students, is not necessarily the single most popular
item. "For example, in an informal use of the methods
at the meeting the second most p opular , not the first,
proved to, have, the wider effect. That would be the
top priority," Howard Koonce said.
How is this all decided? A dorm meeting, the only
means by which changes can be brought about in the
Center , will be held. It will divide into many groups
ot four or live, who will discuss how the items on the
priority list will affect each other, negatively or positively. The results of these mini-meetings will then be
added together to .discover the final priority list for the
Center. The Academic Planning Board of the Center
will then know what the students would like to see
them do. "Knowing what proposals the students will
back and where the real interest lies will enable us
to be more successful in dealing with the administration
and enacting changes," Glen Newsome commented. "The
most important thing is that this procedure enables
us to quickly and accurately determine the students'
priorities without the usual disagreements and divisive debates. It's-a more effective way of communicating what people want," Professor Koonce said.

Roberts Renov. Com.
Work ins On Un ion ' Wish -List
At their meeting this Tuesday, the Roberts Renovation
Committee began taking steps to compile, in Stan Palmer's
words, a "wish-list" of what should be included in the
forthcoming student union. The committee will be
distributing forms and questionnaires to be filled out
by members of the Colby community to determine
our "wishes."
Presently the student members on this committee
are Martha Nist, Chairperson ; Steve Shafarman , Mark
Arnold, Delva King, Hal Bodden , Paula Debnar, Lauretta
Daley and Al Wilson. There are 10 faculty /administration represented: Bruce Cummings, Mr. Richard Clarey,
Mr. James Gillespie (psych.), Mrr^illiarn Miller, Mr.
Ray Neinstein , Mr. Stan Palmer, Mr. Robert Pullen,
Mr. Jonas Rosenthal, Dean Janice Seitzinger and Mr.
Earl Smith.
Steve Shafarman gave the results of a poll already
taken which revealed how infrequentl y students turn
to either Roberts or Runnals in their spare time. The
greatest percentages of those polled do most of their
socializing at their dorm or frat (often at the inconvenience ot others trying to sleep or study). Apparently the unions, as they stand now, do not offer
enough to attract students.
The Committee is looking at.other university student

Tolerance and Sexual Freedom Topic of Peop le 's Group Discussion
The problems whichofhomosexuals face in ' coming
ou t^/were the subject a discussion Thursday in
Dunn Lounge sponsored by the Peop le 's Group ,
formerly the Women's Group. Participating was a
small number of Colby students and as guests, three
members of Wilde-Stein, the gay movement group
at UMO, introduced as Steve, John and Doug and
a resident pf Brunswick and former Colby student
named Susan.
The discussion itself was held for the purpose of
encouraging a more educated and tolerant view of
homosexuality here. The small turnout seemed to
discourage any far-reaching campaign at Colby,
although some specific
ideas generated
will
be
acted
¦
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.
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upon.
Susan related her impressions of Bowdoin noting
that although it "has a reputation of being a hotbed
of perversion" she knew of two peop le who had been
driven out for their declared homosexuality . Yet,
she said, her general impression of the social atmosphere was that "any number of relationships could have
developed among people freer of society's pressures."
The discussion was free arid undirected as the
visitors used personal experience to illustrate the
individual and social problems bf homosexuals. Steve
said that his "final move to come out" was preceded
bv his setting up a support structure to fall back on
first. He said he naturally turned to women first, but
also found help from his family .
There was a mixed reaction from the group when
the discussion turned to the pervasiveness and value
of indiscriminate sexual encounter. It was agreed
that for many people the pick-up bar and highway reststop are the location of their first homosexual ex-

McDermott Undertaking
Ambitious Committee Evaluation
Scott McDermott , Stu-A's committee chairperson ,
has initiated a survey of the comm ittee structure at
Colby. Consisting of a questionnaire sent to the members of college committees and three ad hoc committees,
the survey seeks to evaluate the efficiency and productivity
of the committees and to aid in choosing next year's student committeemembers.
Detailed evaluation has not yet taken place; nevertheless, the completed questionnaires do reveal attitudes
that significantly affect the functioning and performance
of the committees themselves and the individual members'
fibles in these functionings.
Inevitably, of course, many mem bers are skeptical
of the efficiency of committees as such. The Bookstore
com mittee offered the rn ost notable example of this
attitude leading to reluctance to make a full, active comittment to the appropriate proj ects, All members expressed frustration with the fact the single meeting held
accomplished nothing and 'that no subsequent activity ,
or even concern, came about. The chairman 's questionnaire displayed the metam orphoses of such frustration
into indifference: it consisted of one word answers
or
or
^ accompanied by comments suggestions any sign
of interest in the future of this means of solving the
bookstore 's problems.
There are further problems in the committees,

by Suki Scott
centers for ideas. Martha Nist spoke about the union
at Bates College which is essentially "lounge oriented."
It operates as the "hob" of college life there; students
and faculty talk and work there often. Their union has
games rooms, club rooms and suites, a bookstore and
dining room and a dining area comparable to our Spa but
open 8:30 am to 11:00 at night.
In a letter contained in literature distributed at the
meeting on St. Lawrence College's Noble Center,
Bruce Cummings described the campus center there
as used "for classes, seminars, lectures, performances,
plays, poetry readings, eating, drinking, dancing, browsing
meetings, reunions, partying, planning, plotting, thinking,
and acting. It is not big; it just works in wonderful ways
to draw the many and different functions of college
life into one building/' Imagine the possibilities if
Colb y had such a union!
inf ormation on Robert's history and discussion of
what can be done there (a great deal is Stan Palmer's
optimistic conclusion) will be presented at an open
hearing Monday night, May 11th, the time and place
to be announced. A new union could make all the difference in life at Colby; if ydu want anything included in
the p lans , be there and share your ideas.

by Alex VonHoffman
perhaps deeper than the one outlined above in that
they might contribute to the course of this frustration ,
One involves the poor communication between the
various elements of the Colby community and the com
mittees; students, for example, seem to have difficulty
conveying their suggestions and complaints to the appropriate committees, while the policies , issues, efforts
and results of committee meetings remain in most
cases completely unpublicized. Another problem is
the ruts into which committee procedure seems to
falls certain items reappear annually (or more often)
on the agenda, unmodified by any innovation of philosophy, goal or approach, • < The committee remains
geared to problems and solutions that might very well
be outdate d or superseded or simply accompanied by
new but unintroduced material.
McDermott assumed in undertaking his iob in
general, and this ambitious evaluation in particular ,
that work and innovation in committees has to be student
generated. This assumption provides a context in which
the evaluation may take place. It also provides a means
to investigate and perhaps improve the student status
in the decision-making process here and a basis next
year for choosing the students m ost suited to productiv e
committee activity.
•

perience. Many retu rn because these are "p laces
to go when you're horny," as Susan put it, "but
not when you're lonely." The problem with such p laces ,
she added, was that they foster loneliness.
One participant wondered, however, if indiscrimi- ,
nate sexual behavior was not a perversion.
''My energies are not going to go into knocking down
people who have oeen persecuted for centuries,"
Susan rej oined, "but in knocking down the system that
labels this as a perversion."
By "perversion " was meant, however, that "pick-,
up bars encourage a materialistic and sex-centered view
of lite so that we become oriented to be aware of
people in sexual terms."
4
"I like sex," answered John. "Sex witrrsomeone
you love is good on another level," but pure ph ysical
sex, h e add ed , has its attraction and value.
Doug added that while one could spend his energy
condemning one way of going about satisfying sexual
instincts, the gay movement was trying to build an
alternative for people who don't like bars. The social
occasions arranged by gay movement groups provide
homosexuals with the opportunity to put on a "good
show at being well-adjusted." The very existence of
such occasions is critical of society.
The difficulty the movement faces, however , is
the lack of information about where to find "open
gay companionship." It was suggested that the Colby
group setup an information center, possibly in conjunction with the Women's Library, long-intended
but never organized, in the basement of Mary Low.
Other action which the group may take is to set up
an information table at Spring Carnival, sponsor
films on the women's movement and work up a gyneco
logical fact sheet.

Fire in Arboretum

Fourth this Month

by Jane Hoffman
1 A minor brush fire of unknown cause swept through

2Vt acres in the Colby Arboretum on Tuesday afternoon.
Nine volunteer firemen responded to the call placed by
a Colby switchboard operator to Station 5 of the Waterville Fire Department. With the aid of Ansel Grindall
and other B&G men, the fire was put out in under an
hour, causing only slight damage to brush and grass.
The fire occurred several hundred yards beyond the
Foss-Woodman parking lot. Ansel Grindall drove a
truck through the meadow beyond the parking lot to
reach the fire. ' It was fought with the normal equipment, fire brooms and Indian tanks (5-gallon water
tanks with pumps which are canted on one's back).
This is the fourth fire to plague Mayflower Hill
in the past month, A small fire, similar to Tuesday's,
broke out on the railroad tracks in the arboretu m a
month ago. Two weeks ago a smoke fire in a professor's
home during the early hours of the morning was stopped
with Ansel Grindall's aid. - Here on campus, just this
past Sunday, Waterville firemen were called in when a
fire flared up under the hood of a car.
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CLASSIFIED ADS

Letters to the Editors

License plate collector wants your old license plates. Bring
them to me, John Szabo, Pi Lambda Phi , or call me ...
'
872-9736.

Credits and Coursing Accreditation
Editors , the ECHO ;

Wanted to buy : a . few bicycles, three or five speed preferred ;
room carpets. Contact R. Kan y, Colby Summer Programs ,
'.
ext. 251.
For Sale:
- 1.970;Yamaha 125. Street and trail bike. Tune up last fall
Many accessories included. 3500 miles. $400. Denise at
ext. 545 or ext. 420.

Students have kn own of passwords , incantations ,
and smoke signals sounded solemnly over the corpse
of 105 and 15 in the last five years. Now the faculty
must again discuss nu merical accreditation. To the
matter of the inflexible 105 and the other 15 might
be added an additional arithmetic thing. Courses are
alread y, possibly , credited as 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. Let 's have
one-and-a-half as well, while we engage in numbers
trivi a.
A S.O.P. of earlier times put the usual course as
3 credits. I know no evil about the figure 4. It is
divi sibl e by 2. 4 is one-third greater than 3. If we
should go to 4 usual credits for a regular course ,
should we take 105 to 140? Mu st the hallowed
flexible 15 succumb and becom e one-thir d more
equals 20. Thereb y, we should tease our students
with 160 in lieu of 120. Expressin g those semantic
and dictionary differences between 105 and "the
flexible 15" has already distracted too man y of
our students.
Vital young persons already cut many of our
classes 40% of the time. Let the EPC discuss that
instead of the mystique of 4 credits for standard
courses. We 'should invite students to our monthly
congress. The discussion could be interesting, and
possibly well attended. Let us for once discuss 105
and 15. Not in secretive open hearings , but in th e
faculty Congress. Not so much in committees , but
in a representative Congress.
Many of our students are alread y over-skept ical.
Whatever is discussed and whate ver voted in the .
monthly meeting, I will report it in skeletal form in
paper that echoes. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8. It 's like th e
bod y count during the Thirty Years War just mostly
terminated.
Studen ts have enoug h plans levelled at them ,
without this EPC formulation.
We must , for sanity, tr eat with the inflex ible
105 and the flexed 15. That is a matter quite inseparable from our numerical conundrum.
Professor David Brid gman
History

For Sale:
Vivitar lens 135 mm, f 2.8. $4 Brian McCartney, ext. 306;
People interested in working on next year's Oracle as
^
photographers , layout , business and adver tising, or editorial
positions please call or see: Joh n Coppingei , 110 Chaplin PLP oi
Rick Graves, 113 Chaplin PLP at 872-9736.
Anvone (Pomona students? ) headine for California? I'd Hike a
ride after exams. No luggage. Call John , ext. 479 , prefera bly
after 11 PM.
\
.. , . ' . '
/
For Sale:

FENDER BASSMAN 50 airrolifi er with extra AltecLansin g bass-ieflex cabinet. Covers and cords. Asking
$300. See leon , 204 Cobmn. ext. 523.
For Sale:
Gibson LG-12 string guitar. 5 years old, excellent conditi on.
$140. Call 873-2425.
— ~
For Sale:
Levis Jeans , straight teg, waist 31, length 34. Brand new.(One pair). JIG. (Regularly $13). See Bill Silverman , in 202
Marriner , ext. 564.
_
Has anyone seen a pair ot L.L. Bean hip boots? If so contact
Sarah Chambers at 2-7622. They were lost, stolen or borrowed
from the first floor of the biology building Sunda y afterno on.
Found-coat belonging to Gerr it White. Can be
picked up Monday & Frid ay at B & G, 7am-12'.
•
1 pm-4 pm.
« Lost—black wallet with license, I.D. card , fraternit y
I.D., and not much money. Contact J immy Caras ,
X553 , if f ound .
Found-2 pairs of glasses, 1 pair white gold frames ,
one round smoke plastic frames.
Lost—a gold wat ch with a red plaid strap was lost
three weeks ago. Contact Laura Heyer if found .
Found : A men's high school ring. Initials are D.C.S. Call the
Colby ECHO , ext. 240, Runnals Union.

A Capella Singers Return

Keep your eyes open and your ears atun ed, cause
the A Capell a Singers will be back soon. Fri day ,
May 16th (last day of classes) at 7:30 pm iii the
Chapel. No admission charge. Mak e your plans now
to hear music of Hindem ith , Montever di , Di Lasso ,
Arc adelt , and Kodal y. Plus our featur e presentati onJ annequin 's "Le Chant Des Oiseaux " (The Song of the

Stop And Read This
Editors , the ECHO:
Yes, stop and read this ; stop and think. Perhaps
you read the article on Professor Glasgow 's lecture ,
per haps not. Being its author and being one who has
visited Brazil and Africa , let me tell you a few things .
Some thin gs that won 't die come back vividly in lectures such as Robert Glasgow 's. Things such as the slums
of Rio deJ aniero backdro pping the M iami Beach-like
hotels, of mothers nursin g children unable to keep the
flies from thei r own milk and the mouths and eyes of
their infants , and such as the woman in Recife who had
arms that tapered to nothing where one might imagine
their elbows.
In Rio, $25 will have a sailor a woman for the night ,
in Recif e $ 15 , in Fort aleza some soap might do. These
are'the fortunate. The whor es live well for five or sue
years. Others , as Glasgow s aid , sell a few needles ,
oranges , beg, or search in th e trash . Ma ny peop le sleep
in the stree ts and it must be hard when the rainy season
comes, for then the street s run with a foot of water.
These are ugly things. They are not sensational; they
are real. I could go on detailing, describin g and dragging
out all those horri bl y real emo t ions of good inten tions ,
but that is no t what I wan t. I want to know some things
I want us to stop dod ging the realities . I don 't want to
be angry ; anger is too fleeting. After all , what happened
to all the clam or for Dean Wyman 's head -a head I
think should be in the basket. Wh y were there less
than a dozen people at Glasgow 's lecture? How is it
that I get a sense that very few of the people here ,
professors and students , are t hinking?
Please , what are you doin g and going t o do? I'm
groping for a handhold on this multi- problem monster.
I' m looki ng for where its back is to be broken. I' m
looking for the day when I can embrace someone without
awkwardness. When will you step outside and understand wh y a bird sings?
Bre tt Thacher

Corre ct ion
Editors , the ECHO :
I should like to correct a statement made b y Ken t
Wominack in his article (April 17) oh the Social
Sciences ' res ponse to the EPC recommendation
raising the course credit load from 3 to 4 credits .
He states: "Though unable to speak for Mr.
J acobson (on sabbatical), she predicted no major
problems for their depar tment. What I said was, " I
have commented upon the field experience courses
Mr , J acobson or about
only. I am unable to
¦ speak for ,
his courses. "
.
E. Pestana

~~~

i

NEWS' ,
BRIEFS
"Women and the Law ," a film concerning

m a rriag e and div or ce , will b e pr esented in th e
'
A V room in Mill er Libr a ry. , . . _ .
Cabaret will be presented in Roberts Loft on Thursday, Friday, Saturday, a nd Monday n ights, May
8, 9,10, and 12. The show will beain at 8:30
To Be Young, Gifted , and Black will be presented in
Lovejoy 100 on Thursday, May 8, at 9:00 p.m.
Sunday, May 11, will see the Colb y Dancers perfor m
in the Runna ls Gym at B:00 p.m.
Suni Paz , Latin American Folk Singer , will pr esent
a concert on Sunda y, May l 1, in Given at 8:00 p.m. .
The film Littl e White Salmon Indian Settlement
will be shown on Friday, May 9, at 7:00 p.m. . .
Frid ay, May 9, ther e will be a discussio n involving
Sonia Sanchez and J oh n Bracey on the history of
Black Studies in Dunn Lounge.
There will be a noonday recital on Frida y, May 9.
Mar garet Hortsmand and Wend y Sw a ll ow will perform .
At 9:00 p.m. on Saturda y, the Spring Carnival all
night flicks will begin. Featurin g "Yellow Subma rine "
(Beatles) , "The African Queen" (Bogart & Hepburn ),
"The General" (Buster Keaton), "Up the Down
Staircase " (Sand y Dennis), "The Mark of Zorro "
(Doug las Fairbank s), and two Sherlock Holme s adventures.
.
_
A special exhibition and sale of Oriental art will
be presente d on May 16 at Roberts Union from 10:00 a.
to 7:00 p.m. The exhibition is sponsore d by Marson Ltd
:vu
Baltimore , Maryland.

iJirds).

1976 Mexica n Jan Plan

There will be a study program in Cuernavaca ,
Mexi co in 1976. Althoug h dates have not been established ,
stud ents can count on havi ng ample opportunity to
increase their knowled ge of Spanish. Students who have
- complete d Spanish 111 or equivale nt are eligible.
( Costs included tuition , b oard and r oom, and round .
| trip transpor tation from Boston or New York to
IMexic d City a nd Cuernava ca will be $700 .00.

Exchanges

It is still possible to spend an exchange semester ;
at Fisk University this coming fall. This is an especially
good opportunity for students interested in Black
Studies , American Studies , and Sociology. For details ,
see Mrs. Doris Downing, 205 Eustis.

Addi tional Summer Jobs

Addi tional summer intern jobs with Maine 's Depar tmen t of Conservation have been re ceived in the Career
Counseling Office. These positions include trail ,
main t enance jobs , clerk /typ is t posi t ions , and one
"dat a coordina t ing " position.
The earlier deadline has been ex tended to May 12
to accomodate for these openings.

Firm Opening

J ames Keefe is establishin g a new business and is
seeking the resources of the liberal ar ts student . He
|
asks that any student interested in finding out more
about Economic Develo pment Associates , make an appoint men t at the Career Counseling office. He will conduct
personal interviews Friday, May 16, 9:00-11:00 ,
and 1:00-3:00.

Job Opening

The Wom en 's Hockey Team is seeking a new assis t an t
coach. Applican ts must be of the class of '77 or '78 ,
and knowledge of hockey is required. Con tact Frank
Stephenson for fur ther details (ext. 268).

Seni o rs

Lobs ter Bake and Clam Bake tickets are available
at Roberts Union Desk Monday -Friday , 8:3 0-12i30.
Pri ce is $6,75. Seniors may also pick up extra Commence
men t announcements at Roberts Desk .

Leaning Tree , a film in the Third World Week scries ,
will be shown Sat urday, May 10, a t 7i00 p.m.

Ride wanted for the weekend of May 9 to or around
southeastern Vermon t or Western Massachu setts-at least the
Boston area ; Also back , if possible.
Jenn y, ext. 526.
¦
The Colby Yachting Council has "420*s" for summer rental
If interested please contact Stephen Mixter , Box 877 , Roberts
Union.

Assista nt Dean of Ad missions Opening
Ri chard D. Stephenson of Simon ' s Rock , a four

year , liberal arts college, has recently announced
th e opening of a position for an Assistant Dean ot
Admissions. The new assistant will b e on a full time
staff of thr ee and will shar e in all normal recruitm ent
and admissions activities includingj nwarviews . andt <
decision-making. The salary will Be betwee iv $7500
and $8500, and an experie nced candida te . will of ,
course comma nd more. Experience and interest in steq,
high school age people and admissions work is sugge
Vox turtner mror mation contact Colby 's Uttice ot
Career Counsel ing and if irt erested , send resum e to t
Richard D. Stephenson , Dean of Admissions, Simon s
Rock , Great Harringto n , Mass. 01230.
Notes on Third World Cultu ral Week
Sonia Sanchez and J ohn Bracie will be giving a
lecture of "The Histo ry of Black Studies " in Dunn
Lounge at 11 a.m. Frida y, May 9 , 1975. Ms. Sanchez is
Chairman of the Black Studies Department at
Amhere t College . She is the athor of several major wor ks,
including Homecoming, and It 's A New Day, She is listed
in 75 an t holog ies and has wri tt en several play ( includi ng
Sister Sonji). She has lectured at over 200 colleges and
univers ities.
t.
J ohn Bracie , a Social Historian and critic , is the
Chairman of Afro -American History at the
Unive rsi ty of Massachusetts at Amherst. He is a member
of the BOBBS-Merill Black Studies Editorial Board , coeditor of "Black Nationalism!
has wri tten and presen t ed several scholarl y works and
book reviews.
Sonia Sanchez and J ohn Bracie were schedu led to
speak at Dunn Loung e on Friday , at 3:00 but will be
speaking at 1 100 due to pressi ng engagements ,.
Also , Sunni Paz , an Argen tinian folk singer who is
schedule d t o play at Given on Sunday, May 11th at
8sO0 will be playing at 9:00. Admission is $2.00. The
public is invi ted.

J Bob Ande rson Speak s

Colby Nursery School

A semi-cooperative nursery school for children
and grand children of Colby faculty, staff , and students
is conducted at Lorimer Chapel. The school meets
five mornings a week from 8:15 to 11:45 under a
teacher and an assistant. Tuition is determined by ,
calculating the total estimated cost of the program for
the year and dividing it by the total number of children
attending.
Children from ages 2 through 4 are eligible to attend
To obtain an application for next September, contact
Joan Meehaii at 872-8926.

Bio Conferen ce Set

~

The Third Annual Maine Undergraduate Conference
in Experimental Biology, s'erving' as a foriim for reports
from students at Colby, Bates, and Bowdoin, will be
held May 2 at Colby.
Beginning at 1:30 plm. and lasting throughout
the afternoon , the conference will allow biology
students at the three colleges to submit reports of
original research and field observations. Professors'
Arthur K. Champlin and W. Donald Newton are
serving as .coordinators of the event.

Slides Concerning Bermuda Field Trip
Wednesday, May 7, at 7:30 p.m. in Life Science
5, there will be a slide show to preview the Bio 358
1976 field trip to Bermuda. The theme of this onecredit-hour field trip is "organism-sediment relationships," and headquarters will be the Bermuda Biological Station for Research. If you are interested
in going on this tri p (to be held over next year's
spring vacation), plan to attend the slide-showmeeting.

Student Teaching
All students wishing to student teach next January
are to pick up a registratipn form in the Career
Counseling Office and return it completed to Prof.
E. Pestana , 11 3 Lovejoy, as soon as possible.

Class Office Elections Tomorrow
Elections for Class Officers are being held tomorrow
Friday, outside dining halls. Students will be electing '
members of their class for these one year positions:
CLASS OF 1976
President - Janice Bispham
Tom Bove
John Lumbard
Vice-President- John Mara
Treasurer - Brian Kiely
Jane Lombard
Secretary - Missy Day
y
CLASS OF 1977
President-Mike Boldu c
Delva King
Vice-President - J. Philip Bruen
Treasurer - Deb Bucciha
Secretary CLASS OF 1978
President - Dana Bernard
Tom Garrahan
Robert Noonan
Vice-President - Jeffrey Bernard
Bob LeFeber
Treasure - Alan Avtges
Secretary - Lisa McBride
Come and hear the candidates exoress rhHr views on
in the Coffee House tonight, The schedule is:
«CLASS OF 78 OFFICERS - 6:30-7:00
CLASS OF 77 OFFICERS- 7:00-7:30,
CLASS OF 76 OFFICERS - 7:30-8:00
Election of the two student representatives to the
Board of Trustees and an E.P.C. poll are also on Friday 's
ballot. To better understand the views of those
running for these important positions, come and hear
the Board of Trustee representative candidates tonight
at the Coffee House from 8:00-9:00p.m. i Following
candidates nig ht is an open hearing to solicit
student op inion concerning the Educational
Policy Committee's motions to the faculty to be
acted upon by the faculty at their May 14 meeting.

Classi fieds
Need a new typewriter ribbon? Just call x 530 and ask for
Marguerite Nelson.. All ribbons aro delivered in 24 hours.
No extra charge for this service,
For Sale-Ymuuha 200 Guitar , excellent condition ,
price negotiable , Contact Mike Farnca , 107 Foss , ext. 525 .
Colb y Job Opening- Assistant Coach , Women 's Ice Hockey
Must bo class ol' 77 or '78 and knowledge of hockey is
required. For further details, plonso contact Frank Stephenson, ext. 268.
Calling nil LKYersnnd SRLors , you know who you ore,
If you aro going to tho Continenta l Conference in Michigan
In August , plonso talk to me. Bill M cNaughton , ext. 546.
For Sales Grctsch dru m set-, 4 piece, new Ludwig
heads .new Krut cymbals and stands. 18-inch crash ,
20-inch sizzlcr , 14-inch hi-hat. $350 , Sandy Pardee,
ext. 561.

Stu-A Does Not Dig the New Infirmary
There is a ground Breaking Ceremony for the new
Infirmary on Monday, May 12 at 12:30 p.m. at the
site near the Dana path. As Executive Chairperson
of the Student Association I've been invited to "take
turns with a spade in this ceremonial event." Other
active participants wQl be President Strider, Dr. Dore,
and Carl Nelson .
, It was immediately apparent that my involvement
in this event was quite a bit more complex than just
"taking turns with a spade." As an elected representative of the Student Body, I did not think it was in --'
rny authority or in the students' best interest to
"take a turn" in accepting this Infirmary. Therefore,
I brought this issue up before the Executive Board
at our April 24th meeting. After a week of intensive
political debate (reported in last week's ECHO), the
following resolution was passed :
Resolution number 4
Be it resolved.that Bob Anderso n accept the
invitation to actively take part in the ground breaking ¦
ceremonies for the new Infirmary on May 12 . and
verbally express the feelings of the Student Association
Executive Comm ittee on this issue. Such statement to
be ratified by tbe Executive Committee tn advance.
Be it further resolved.that the rationale for this statement shall be communicated to the ECHO , the Board
of Trustees, Dr. Strider, Dr. Dore, Carl Nelson , ' and
Priscilla Sargent.
.
The following is a brief list of reasons why the
Executive Board cannot accpet the proposed Infirmary and the future ramifications of its construction.
1. LOCATION
Not only is the Infirmary site one of Colby's most
beautiful areas but if construction of any kind has to
take place there, we strongly feel that it should be

for a central Campus Center. Also, within a mile of
the school are three of central Maine's larger hospitals.
2. FUNDING
Money has been solicited since 1971 for Infirmaiy
use; therefore the priority of the Infirmary has been
indirectly determined before the CSFC study concerning building heeds. We also feel that 1 million
dollars is an exorbitant amount of money to spend on
a free standing Infirmary when this money could be
used to address other, more pressing needs of the
College.
3. STUDENT INVOLVEMENT
There was only one student on the Committee
to Study the Future of Colby which determined the
school's building priorities. Little consideration was
given to the need for a campus center; as evidenced
by the fact that the opinions of the Student Assoc,
Dir. pf Student Activities, and general Student Body
were not solicited.
A/more comprehensive examination of our
grievances concerning the Infirmary will be distributed
at the ceremony on Monday.
Bob Anderson—Executive Chairperson
The presence of concerned students at this occasion
is encouraged by the Executive Board to support
Bob Anderson's statements.
Scot McDerm ott-Committee Chairperson
Howie Tuttman-Treasurer
Spencer Aitel—So cail Life Chairperson
Ed Harvey—Cultural Life Chairperson
George Apter—Public Information Chairperson
Martha Nist,-Student Representatives to the Board
of Trustees
Gerry Connolly

Bundy in Search of Goals
f or Languag e Pro gram
"I don't even know what I'm looking for." stated
Professor Jean Bundy who will spend the coming year
researching the language requirement with an allocation from the Venture Fund. The allocation amounts
to a few thousand dollars and French Prof. Bundy
explained that the real cost for Colby involves rep lacing
him for a year. '
"Although I can't foresee what I'll come up with,
in general terms, the charge of the research is to consider within the existence of our language requirement
what you should¦ expect to get out of it," clarified Bundy. ,- :

,;..

Bund y explained that the language requirement is
traditionally j ustified as an educational experience
for three reasons: language provides a reasonably
close contact with another culture ; language is "nice
to have for traveling"; language gives a different level
of conceptualization to the student.
Bundy recognizes the weight of a different level
of conceptualization as an important part of education.
"I remember years ago you could take x number of
courses in math because it was felt to be a similar intellectual experience ," said Bundv.
"It boils down to a search for goals of the language
requirement. I'll try to pinpoint those interests around
the country probably by writing down and reading
college catalogues."
However, Bundy explained that he has had extensive experience with experimental language programs
at Texas. He has been involved for a long time with
college board testing in French , and feels his ETS
connections will help him to pinpoint people he needs
to get in touch with.
Bundy has already researched some interesting language programs, For instance, U. of Kentucky has modu
lar language programs that work within blocks of four
weeks. Although the student may not progress to the

by Beth Quimby
next block level he receives credit for effort.
"Another interesting avenue I have been reading about
involves a study done by the University of Alabama some
years ago. It was found that those students with previous
foreign language experience performed better than
those with no language experience in the whole learning
process. However, this study most likely has little sig-„.
niticance because those students with language experience probably came from better schools, " explains
Bundy.
" Bundy further explained that 45% of entering Colby
freshman do not have to take a language and fewer
than 10% of the students have to take two years of language at Colby.
"So, the question I might end up answering is how
can we design a one year program for the typical language
student that will give him something useful," said Bun dy.
Bundy p lans to spend the summer reading literature
on the subject of language requirement and then doing
some traveling and student sampling in the fall and winter.
"I personally and honestly believe that there is a definite
value for requiring a second language because it results in
contact with another culture which gives one a degree of
objectivity about one's own culture. It gives a different
level of conceptualization and also I run into so many
people looking back in retrospect wishing they had
learned a language in school," Bundy explained.
"And most important , I think , is what happens when
knowledge of a language enables one to experience another
culture. A big change occurs in Colby students who
spend the year in a foreign country. They come
back as tolerant people."
"This project is a worth y research program for the
whole profession. We don 't have any solid information about the impact of a second language on the
student and there probably will not be any neat
answers." •

PIRG Tesffied Before Legislature
A representative from PIRG is testifying in the
Legislature on May 7 abou t findings from the Nuclear
Power Project of PIRG. This project , which was
originally a Jan Plart project of Joth Davis * of Colby,
involved a telephone survey of the genera l public in
the Wiscasset area concerning their awareness of evacuation procedures in case of a radiation leak from the nearbj
nuclear power plant. The final results of the survey were
not available as of the last PIRG meeting.
Some of the evidence found by Colby students
will be used in testimony at the legislature on the "sc^c
discrimination^ credit loans" bill. A survey by Colby
PIRG members of banks and merchants in Waterville
found some definite cases of discrimination against

by Lylc Amer
women in credit loan procedures. These cases will
be note d before the legislature, and hopefully the present
bill on credit loans will be altered to allcviate further
sex discrimination on credit loans.
The other PIRG projects are progressing. Attem pts
are being made to compile a booklet of qualifications
and prices of local dentists , as a result of a PIRG survey
of these dentists. Also being worked on is a survey of
funeral homes in terms of their costs and procedures.
Eventually, PIRG will publish these booklets in the
interest of the public consumer.
Hopefu lly, the report on the hi gh prices at the
Coiby College Bookstore will be completed by next
week.

Chavez - Williams
Close Coffeehouse

Soloistsa "wonderful treat" at Symphony concert.

1;
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Soloists Comp lemeat Orchestra In Spring Concert
by Wendy Swallow
Last Sunday night the Spring Concert of the
ColbyCommunity Symphony Orchestra, under the
direction of Mr. Peter Re, was held in Lorimer Chapel
and completely enjoyed by the audience of students
and townspeople. The warm spring night was filled
with the lyrical sounds of Dvorak's Fourth Symphony.
Soprano Micheline McLau ghlin and bass Guus Hoekman provided voices, skill and charm for the group
of orchestral arias which completed the program.
The concert began with Mozart's "Overture" from
Don Giovanni. Following were two Mozart solo
arias, the second of which included an interesting
piano obligato part played accurately by Lillian
Garnw ood , and two Verdi solo arias. Ms. McLaughlin
shone in Verdi's "Ritorna Vincitor," from Aida,and
Mr. Hoekmann sang Leoporello's aria from Don
Giovanni with a rich bass and wiley antics.
The second half of the program started with Dvorak's
4th Symphony , sometimes referred to as his 8th.
The overall performance of the Orchestra was excellent; the group had a unified sense of rhythm and
direction and seemed to understand the many levels
and inflections of the involved music. The sym phony
itself has 4 movements which are orchestrated so that
there are many different levels of sound and interest.
The French horns had some trouble executing their
solo parts with precision, and the strings, especially
the second violins, sounded a bit out of tune towards
the end. The flute, clarinet, trumpet, oboe and cello
parts were performed with skill. The overall togetherness, tone and involvement of the orchestra was encouraging for all lovers of symphonic music at Colby.
The program ended with the return of the soloists;
Ms. McLaughlin singing, with literary ease, the difficult and stirring "Wie Nahte Mir der Schlummcr" by
Carl Maria von Weber, and Mr. Hoekmann performing
"La Cubinnia " with such strength that the audience
lept to its feet before the orchestral post hide was
finished. This aria is about a man trying to spread a
EU_H__ BWBW

rumor designed to destroy his victim's reputation.
The soloist and orchestra started out softly and grew,
in the manner of a rumor sweeping through town,
to a thunderous finish. The orchestra and Mr. Hoekmann were together all the way and controlled the
crescendo with skill and effect. The finale was a duet
from Don Giovanni in which Ms. McLaughlin tied
Mr. Hoekmann to a chair and danced around him
brandishing a knife in his face, while she sang of her
anger and joy in taking revenge. In the end she cut
off his mustache,,leaving the laughing bass strapped
to the chair. Both Ms. McLaughlin and Mr. Hoekmann
were a wonderful treat. Combined with the excellence
of the orchestra and Mr. Re's conducting all provided
a technically admirable and charming Spring Concert

Colby Dancers to
Prese nt Sp ring Concert

The Colby Dancers will present a spring concert
on Sunday , May 11, at 8 pm in Runnals Union.
Included in tne presentation are original student
choreographies by Peggy Horstmann, Robin Dekker
and a dance work created through the combined
efforts of Catey Davis and Mindy Silverstein. Also
to be previewed that evening is an original dance
composition for four women , which has been choreographed by Dance Instructor Tina Mitchell and utilizes
the poetry of faculty member Robert Gillespie.
A very special ingredient to the dance program
will be guest artist Roberta Mohler , who comes to
Colby from Le Groupe de la Place Royale, a modern
dance company whose home is Montreal , Canada.
Ms. Mohler will be performing a piece from the company 's repertoire entitled "Thin Dance for Three Thieves,
and an original choreography of her own.
Colby College will then have in residence later that
#>Iv>>XOCOt<> _w>K ^
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Dancers.
Special to that performance will be "Can't
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Chavez brings "acoustic delight ".
The second set gave way to some looser innovations
calling mostly on the work of Bassist John Lockwood, a student at Berklee , and Drummer Peter Dennis.
Lockwood , who was performing with Chavez for
the first time (could anyone tell?), was amazingly
precise in his playing and reacted flawlessly to the
moods of his three fellows throughout the night's
jams. Peter Dennis had what it .takes to drive a
Latin-centered band (which is no small amount)
but came through a little too quietly when the band «
bro ke into its m ore funky material. The quartet fin ished
the evening with two long funk-blues numbers,
giving each musician a chan ce to display his sdlo
talents, and accenting the complementary abilities ot
Chavez and Williams perfectly.
One of the uni que aspects of attending the Coffeehou se all year has been the opportunity to talk
with the performers on a personal level, and the
Chavez Quarte t had to get this year's award for
friendliness. The delight of escaping the city 's confines for a day or so was evident in Chavez ' reaction '
to Colby (even the cows in Albion seemed friendly
compared to the hassles of Boston), and a more fitting
close for the Clffeehouse season would have been
hard to find.
¦ , ¦
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Friday night brought the re-appearance of the Pete
Chavez quartet to the Coffeehouse , much to the
acoustic delight of a warm and ready-for-a-night- •
of-good-La tin-jazz audience. Bringing a completely
new band along with him this time, Chavez showed
a greater variety of music than that presented in
January, moving away slightly from his LatinAmerican roots towards a more traditional, even
Paynish , form of jazz. Through three diverse sets
of music, Chavez and his band disp layed a spiectrum
of jazz not normally presented by/a single group of
musicians.
..., . • '' "
From the outset of the performance it was evident
that the keyboard work of James Williams, who is
presently teaching piano at the Berklee School of
Music in Boston, would hold the ear of more than ,
one listener for the entire evening. Williams' playing
was a unique combination of Latin and funk that
drove the band through all three sets. He complimented .Chavez' melodies perfecdy, and the fact
that he had p layed with Pete longer than the rest of
the band became evident quickly. The first set Was
the night's best, consiting mostly of Latin numbers
and a few funky selections, and half the audience ,
must have been wondering how long it would be
before their foot-tapping muscles would begin to
cramp up; it was definitely not sitting-still music.
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EPC Recep tive to .
Perf orming Arts Pro gram
' by Kent Wommack
The Educational Policy Committee met Tuesday
afternoon and concentrated on the area of the arts
at Colby College. They approved in theorv the
development of a performing arts program at Colby
and also voted to continue crediting the A Cappella
Singers for their work.
Irving Suss led a troupe of teachers and students
in presenting a general outline for the development
of a comprehensive program, though not a major ,
in the performing arts. The EPC was "receptive"
to the plan, and directed the group to make up a
concrete proposal, listing which courses would be
offered and plans for staffing the same. The proposal could concievably be approved early next
year and finalized so that, looking forward two
years to the Runnals Renovation , "they will be
ready for the building when the building is ready,
for them." The EPC made it known that they do
not agree that every performing arts course would
necessarily be graded under the flexible 15 system,
as the Committee to Study the Future of Colby
has suggested.
The other item of business was the extension of
credit to the A Capella Singers, headed by Bob
Weinstein and Carol Carpenter. The only change in
that program is that Mr. Paul Machliri will replace
Miss Adel Heinrich as the faculty advisor.

¦
Graphics Workshop ' ¦ -

Cabaret opened last night in Roberts Loft. Tbe
show will run through Monday night. Dinner is served
at 7:00 and the Dlav starts at 8:30. All tickets are sold
out; standing room is still being sold for $1.50 pe r person.

An Untapp ed Resource

(phot o by J oel Horn)

by Candy Campbell

Several years ago the Colby Graphics Workshop was
a thriving, productive enterprise , but it has been; .
hibernating ever since. Due to a gap in communications between Bixler and Eustis and a steady de cline
in student organization , the workshop has disintegrated
to its present unfunded and confused state. Recently,
however, students have resurrected the club and plans '
are underway to secure money for next year.
Even in its dilapidated. conditi on the worksh op has
a lot to offer/ There; is a 'useable ahtique 'hknd-fed
Thresh and Chandler printing press, and another press
being restored to working order for next year. There
arCantique woodcuts for decorative purposes and
trays of p hoto and zinc engravings. There is a limited
number of type faces available in a wide range of
sizes and styles, as well as assorted supplies and tools.
Mr; Robertson , an editor and graphic designer, is
responsible for.supp lying Colby with the majority of
equipment and type that can be used today . He had
an extensive workshop of his own and collected type
as a hobby. He set up the forerunner of today's workshop, which , at one point , was a full time operation.
When he left five years ago, this became a student
organ ized operation. The project worked well at first ,
but when these people graduated , the workshop fell on
its face.
It is considered an extra-curricular activity by the
Treasurer's Office, and therefore must be studentfunded. The Art Department , however , managed to
get an allocation to pay Ralph Atkins to take Mr.
Robertson 's position and act in an advisory capacity
for the past few years. The student input fell to an
all-time low last year so no Stu-A funds were procured
for 1974-1975..
To guard against something like this happening in •
the future , a self-perpetuating Colby Graphics Clu b has
been organized. This should provide some continuity
from year to year , and insure* that each incoming class
is made aware of the facilities available.
Mr. Atkins is still w illing to teach and help stu- _ ..
dents interested in this aspect of graphic design. And
a club does exist, Plans are even underway for a Jan
Plan in graphics to be offered next year. So anyone
interested , or even just curious , should call Candy
Camp bell , Ext. 574. The more response we get ,
the better the program and facilities we can offer.
¦ i¦»»¦¦¦¦
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NEW ENGLAND MUSIC
129 MAIN ST.—872-5754

COLBY'S ANTIQUE hard -fed p ringt ing pr ess ts
housed upstairs in Bixler (phot o by Levintow) .
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Ir ish Exp ert Considers Con f lict
by N.A. Keyes Jr.
The lecture, "Ulster through the News Lens"
delivered by Mr. Joe Mulhollan d was an effort to
clarify myths which obscure the conflict in Northern
Ireland which have resulted from inadequate news
coverage..
The lecture was of a series in the Winthrop M.
Smith visiting scholars program which was inaugurated
in 1967 by a visit of W.M.Auden , distinguished
Anglo-American poet , essayist, and playwright. The
program was established in 1966 by a grant from the
Charles E. Merrill Trust as a memorial to the former
Colby trustee. Mr. Mulholland was introduced b y
Prof. Paul Sacks who met him while working on a
news documentary in Ireland. An authority on French and Irish literature, Mr. Mulholland is the
Irish news correspondant for Le Monde and current
affairs producer for "Seven Days" (S outhern Ireland's
equivalent of CBS's "Sixty Minutes".)..'.
Ulster first drew international attention in 1968
due to a-clash between a non violent civil rights march
And a group of Ulster Protestants. The Protestants ,
led by a ri ght wing Unionist leader , viewed the march
as an attempt to destroy their regime. Soon , after
Ulster police arbitrarily attacked a group of Catholics
in a Belfast ghetto.
Coalescence between Protestants and the Ulster
police force led to brutality which revealed the '
oppression of the Unionist government and roused
international sympathy for the Catholics.
The result of these clashes was the reformation
of the Irish Republican Army, a Catholic organization
tormed for the nationalization of Ireland. In response
the Ulster Volu nteers Association arose to clash with
the IRA and repress Catholic nationalism in Ulster.
The British Armv was consequently called in to prevent
the two groups from massacring each other.
Mr. Mulholland said news coverage was fairly easy
to report at first. However , when the conflict grew
in complexityUnionists like Wm. Crai g, Tom Clarke
and Brian Faulkner tried to remove camera men as
they burned Catholic ghettos in Belfast. As a result
t.v. crews lelt, reeling that other world problems were
of more immediate concern. The crisis which continued
in this manner , fell into disregard. He added that if
the t.v. crews do stay they will only simplif y complex
issues to meet the mentality of the average t.v. viewer.
The problem raced by the producer, he said , is'
the restriction to remain superficial and the requirement
to simp lif y, at the expense of obscuring. One of Mr.
Mulholiand' s films, for example, was refused television
time by CBS. CBS argued , that t.v. must serve a general

J OE MULHOLLAND talks to Professor Sacks an d
'Bucky ' Keyes after lecture (photo by Allen) .
audience, and in doing so must relate news in a black
and white manner. The seriou s producer, he said,
"is not in the business to show dancing girls in red
knickers."
"East Belfast", filmed at great personal risk, was
an attempt to exp lain subtleties and influence people
positively. It included a historical sketch of the trade
unions which revealed that in the past, such as the ..
strike of 1932 , Cath olic and Protestant workers
consolidated to gain unemp loyment benefits.
When interviewed, retired Belfast Protestant workers
expressed feelings of oppression. However, they
felt the plight of Catholic workers was no worse.
Nevertheless, it should seem logical , that Catholics
and Protestants could consolidate through trade
unions. The film states that-this does not occur because
Protestants fear collaboration with Catholics will
lead to the election of a Catholic official, and this
would threaten partiti on between the North and"
South.
According to Mr. Mulholland the IRA since 1968
has split in two groups. The: official IRA , he indicated ,
a Marxist group is campaigning for collaboration
whereas the provisional IRA, militant, is determined
to "get the brits out" and make the whole of Ireland
a united republic by whatever possible means. ;
In 1970, the Stormont Gov't, of Nqrthern Ireland
was suspeneded by the United Kingdom arid the '
concept of power sharing in Ulster was introduced.
He said most Protestants felt shortchanged .by this and
it seems that the provisionals ' efforts to get the brits

out have been joined to a degree by the Protestants.
Attempts towards rapprochement have been made
when Nationalist leaders such as Joh n Hume and
David O'Connel met with Unionists Ian Paisely and
Brian Faulkner to discuss power sharing. The concept
entails proportional representation whereby preestablished number of Caholics and Protestants take
seats in a Northern executive.
Apparently the future of Ulster is somewhat nebulous
One of many possib ilities tor settlement is an Ulster
existing as a soveriegn country independent of Great
Britain and Southern Ireland. This could not be agreed
upon unless Southern Ireland was guaranteed proportional representation. Mr. Mulholland is in favor of
an Ulster entailing a central Parliament .and a regional
Parliament with a Protestant majority . This would be
the most balanced system but the Protestants are
unwilling to accept it.
Any alternative requires substantial political
development of a- dismal situation. The political system
simply is not working. Labor, a non-sectarian, is the
only glimmer of hope according to Mr. Mulholland.
Unionist politicians, however continue to brainwash
Protestant workers to think labor represents a Catholic
plot of "Rome Rule". The elections in May therefore
are unlikely to bring forth any labor representatives.
The Provisional's continued bombings cause reci pro
cal action by the Ulster volunteers and the Ulster
workers council. Mr. Mulholland indicated that this
further th warts any possibility of consolidation
, leads
in
war
.
to reactionary politics and ma^ result civil
The Provisionals will now be satisfied only with
British withdrawal and with the return of the pre1968 situation. The British Labour Party is in favor
of this idea and it seems the presiding attitude today
is "Let the Irish settle it themselves " Following the lecture a reception was held where
Mr. Mulholland spoke informally to students and answered
questions. On Thursday, Mr. Mulholland visited classes
and presided over a small symposium discussing 20th
century Irish theatre before returning to Ireland.

SOM E OF MY. BEST FRIENDS will perform at Spri ng
Carnival 's Friday Boogey in Runnals.
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The C olby Da n cers are preparing for their Spring Concert
to be held Sunda y night , Above, M indy Silverstein
execu tes the jum p that J ack O 'Biren is contemplating.
To the righ t, guest ar tist Roberta Mohler (I) and .instruc- . ,
tor Tina Mitchell dance in tanem , Ms, Mohler is a
talen ted performer fro nt Canada whose performance is
expec ted to be a highlight of the program..
(photos by Neumann an d Allen).
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Democrac y 's Showcase
Slowl y Moves Toward Inde pendence

Rod Rodgers Exp lains
Modern Dance

As the first activity of Third World Cultural Week,
Alfredo Lopez spoke to'a small audience in Dunn
Lounge, Friday afternoon. Mr. Lopez is the executive
director of the Puerto Rican Solidarity Comm ittee,
and co-founder of the National Alliance against Rascism
and Political Repression. He also organized the
20,000 person rally at Madison Square Garden in
October of 1974:
Mr. Lopez 's speech dealt with the U.S. and Puerto
Rican governments' presentation of the state of Puerto
Rico, in contrast to the actual conditions among
the Puerto Rican working classes. The governments'
position was neatly summed up by Hubert Hump hrey,
in calling Puerto Rico a "showcase tor Democracy."
The Puerto Rican government has a structure'very
similar to ours, with a legislature and governor, elected
under a two-party system , with four-year terms.
From the focused viewpoints of the government,
Puerto Rico has achieved high industrialization , the
highest salary level in Latin America, and , with a population of only three million, is the fourth largest consumer of American goods. The people of Puerto Rico
are essentially happy and deeply grateful in a Puerto
Rico that is designed to appeal to the tourist trade,
and Mr. Lopez contrasted this to the "contradiction
of reality" supplied by the working classes.
The "happy and grateful" workers of Puerto Rico
are experiencing an unemployment rate of 33-35%.
They have begun striking so often as to make the
bureaucracy counter productive. Their high salary
level goes reduced to a $2,600 per capita higher than
that of the United States. This per capita income
has been at this level for the past thirteen years.

byC. Konefal
Rod Rodgers danced his way into the arms of ah
extremely warm audience in his lecture-demonstration
Saturday evening. Sponsore d by Stu-A and SOBU as part
of Third World Cultural Week, the informal presentation
held in Runnals Union was very fruitful.
In a well-articulated , humorous discourse Rodgers
explored various concepts of dance. He spoke of the
role of dance in the arts: "dance is to theatre as poetry
is to prose." By this he meant dance should create
the lyrical quality of impressions.
According to Rod Rodgers, historically dance is
the primary means of artistic expression. Man could
communicate with his body before he used any other
medium. This is what dance is all about for Rodgers,
an expression of himself. He had a word for critics,
too; helpful but often amazing in their interpretation
of his works.
In the demonstrations , Rodgers and a female member from
his company, Tamara, drew on pieces from his repetoire
dating from the sixties to the present. Sweet Blues
and Love Flower dealt with the common themes of
love and relationships. The dances were in a sense
traditional modern dance. The problems of creating and
choreographing were explored in Inventions as Tamara
danced first according to Rodger's critical instructions
and then under her own impulses. This approach
revealed the problem of a director potentially overshadowing
his company. Working with compositions from a
standard repetoire it was remarkable that they maintained
their freshness and spontaneity.
.. . The all-around technical ability of Rodgers can't be denie<
His bulky form is capable of producing delicate and
sensitive movements. His partner captivated her audience
as well with her definitely feminine manner. We see in
Rodgers a Black artist conscious of his ethnic roots, yet
working in the idiom of American modern dance.

_ _

In Brazil tbe Poor Become Obsolete
by Brett Thatcher
On Monday, Prof. Robert Glasgow from the Department
of Latin Am erican History at Boston University, spoke
before a small audience on the subject of "Brazil
and Africa: The Status of Black Power.'' His lecture
was part of Third World^Culture Week. Prof . Glasgow
addressed What he called, "the tragic state of affairs
in the Third World." In particular, he used Brazil
as the base of his lecture and her relationship to the
North Atlantic powers.
In the beginning of his talk Prof. Glasgow said
that , "Conditions in Latin America have actually
worsened." The dominance of Western corporations
in the Third World have introduced an economic
model which is disfunctional to the Third W orld.. It
is a model "geared to the.needs of a small Western
elite." His example of the inadequacy of the Western
model was tha t in Brazil , out of 150 million people,
only 20 million are taken care of by the economic
system.
The attractiveness of Brazil for European and U.S.
parent corpoartions lies in its tax exemptions and
"strike holiday." The peop le may not legally
strike for better wages and working conditions. In
addition , the Brazilian government further encourages
the corporations with large tax benefits and large
labor reserve makes one man as expendable as another
Blacks and Latin American Indians make up a large
portion of this group, he said , and it is of ten poverty _,
ana social conditions that form prejudices in Latin
America , and par t icularly , Brazil.'
The dominance of Western Corporat ions can be
pointed out by the fact that in Latin America 83%
of investment funds are from local sources, yet
only 21% of the profits rem ain there.
In Latin America post-industrial technology is being
applied to countries which were never industrialized.
"It is having disastrous effects on unemployment in i
Latin America ," Prof , Glasgow said. Brazil records
a fantastic 11% economic growth rate. Yet, this ra te

. ¦ • '• ¦ . \

only contributes to a slowly growing minority of rich
while the large numbers of poor daily swell. At one
point Glasgow said, "You haven't seen poverty
until you 've seen Brazil." The labor reserve and numbers
of unemployed grow due to the introduction of
technology which produces more units of goods
with less labor. "The poor are becoming expendable.
They are becoming obsolete." As for the p light of the
poor, those employed and unemployed, Prlf. Glasgow
commented, "In some cases it is better to search for
food in the trash than work or beg for a meal." In most
of Latin America the drinking water is not safe. As
regards the poor in terms of employment, there is now
a slightly smaller percentage employed than 50 years
ago in Brazil. .
Prof. Glasgow talked mainly about Brazil.
Insights into that country, however , tend to app ly to
the rest of the Third World. His talk was not so much
abou t Black Power , as about human power. His
lecture tended towards being a discussion of the
outrages of man against man , as well as white vs.
Black. In ending he said , "What 's t he solution ? I
don 't have it. I have some ideas."

CORRECT ION
Last week in a story on Stu-A News the ECHO
reported that Sunday Cinema is run by Pi Lamb.
It is not. However, all the members of Sunday
Cinema belong to Pi Lamb.
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The power that the people possess through their
elected government is very limited. By Puerto Rican
law, no trade agreements can be made with any country
other than the United States. Puerto Rico is a
captive market for the American economy. 14% of
Puerto Rican land is controlled by the American
military, and laws also forbid the Puerto Ricans from
ever attempting to kick them out. Puerto Rico can
maintain no military of it's own. Their declaration
Independence would legally require a treaty amendment between the United States and Spain. This fits
Puerto Rico into a traditional definition of a colony,
the last Latin American country to remain so. Mr.
Lopez called this a "historically vestigial" situation.
Why is the United States defying it 's own standards
of democracy and independence in this manner?
Mr. Lopez believes it is due to the new defensive stance
of our foreign policy. The United States is trying to
maintain a toehold in various parts of the world
against one of it's major challengers—oil. Puerto Rico
now refines 30% of the petrol for the United States, and
it would be in the interests of our economy to raise this
number to 60%. Puerto Rico is also a source of metals,
such as zinc and copper , that an American company
is interested in strip mining out of the mountains.
The third interest the United States has in Puerto
Rico is in its strategic convenience for atomic and air
force bases. It is a necessary point for maintenance
of stability in Latin America, and control over the
Panama Canal. The only bar to turning Puerto Rico
into an island consisting of industry and atomic
bases, is that people live there, taking up space and
needing sources of water (which strip mining would
destroy).
At the request of the U.S. government, the Puerto
Rican government compiled an advisory report,
entitled "Equal Opportunity in Education and Employment", on how to "control" the Puerto Rican population. The report came up with two suggestions.
The government could have one m illion Puerto Ricansmi
grate to the United States, thus creating a country
with 60% of it's five million people living outside of
it. The m ore feasible alternative was to sterilize 60%
of the Puerto Rican women to achieve zero population
growth. This latter plan is being actively initiated
through Family Planning Centers.
Although workers are traditionally slow to support
socialist ideas, Mr. Lopez belie _es that the Puerto Ricans
have been pushed far enough, and are rising in active
support of his party's goal of independence. He feels that the
American people will also be a major factor in his support
in their new opposition to our government 's aggressive,
war-based foreign policy.
During the question period , Mr. Lopez elaborated
a bit on the nature of the Popular Socialist Party.
The PSP is a marxist/Leninist organization oriented
to the physical necessities of Puerto Rico. They want to
gain Puerto Rican ownership of the presently 85%
Amencan owned industries. These would be used
for the accumulation of international credits, to meet
Puerto Rico's own needs. Mr. Lopez was optimistic
for the future of Puerto Rico, and it's ability to become
a self sufficient nation , once Americans and Puerto
Ricans have recognized the necessity of Puerto Rican
independence.

Student

Judiciary

Positions Ooen

In the Spring of each year the Student Judiciary
Board puts out a call for applicants for those positions
which will become vacant in the following year. For
the academic year 1975-1976 , t here are seven positions
open: two males and two females from the classof
1978 and two males and one female from the class of 1977
A description of the function of Student Judiciary can
be found in the Student Handbook. The selection
committee will hold interviewsfor those persons
interested in these positions at 6:30, Wednesday, May 14
in the Whitney, Room , Roberts Union. Please bring_
a shor t writt en descrip t ion of your qualificat ions an d/or
reasons for seeking the position. The Student Judiciary
has an important influence on the community life
of Colby,all in terested are cordiall y invited to apply .
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THE WEEK IN SPORTS

Ballplayers Take

4 out of S
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After defeating Trinit y by the score of 5-4 last
Friday, Colby split a doubleheader with Nichols
Saturday, winning the first game 4-2 but dropp ing
the second 9-5 to even their record.
Down 2-0 after the first few stanzas , the Mules
came back with four run s in the sixth to set the stage
for a victor y. Bob Southwick received a walk to start
the rall y. Chuck Murray reached first on ah error , and
Brad Farrin gton followed with a walk. Nichols' pitcher
had control problems , as he walked Bobb y Clarke with
the bases loaded to drive in Colb y 's first run of the
afternoon. Gene DeLorenzo reached first as he was
hit by a pit ch, which drove in yet another run to tie
the score. Later in the inning, a single by J eff Lentz
drove in two runs to put Colb y ahead. Pitcher Rich
Oparowski was credited with the win , as he struck out
ten and allowed six hits.
In the second game , pitcher Rene Martinez aided
the Colb y cause as the Mules were ahead 5-3 before
the start of the seventh inning. But control problems
set in , and Nichols capitalized , by scoring six additional runs. Brad Cohen and Bob Keefe were brou ght
in for relief , but to no avail as Colby was unable to
muster any attack.
Yesterda y the Mules clinched another bi g doubleheader , this time against the Bowdoin ball team.
Tom Whittier pitched the first victory of 3-2, and Bob
Keefe backed the Colb y offense to win the second
one 5-3.
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Home run bitter (but not this time) Gene DeLorenzobelts out a grounder against tbe Nichols infield,
(photo by Levintow)

Woodsmen Place at UM0

Hard Work Pays Off
by Kent Wommack
These six o'clock morning practices finally paid
off for the Colby Woodsmen 's Team as they chopped
and sawed their way to a fifth place finish last weekend at the University of Maine at Orono. The occasion
was the 28th annual intercolleg iate spring Woodsmen 's
meet in which sixteen teams, representing six schools,
participated. The weekend 's activities were split
pretty evenly between tough competition and much
deserved imbibement and socializing, and Colby
broug ht home the first two tr ophies in its history.
Canoeing events-singles and doubles slalom
and portag ing-were held on Friday. Althoug h this was
not the Colby team 's strong area , the point value was
minimal. And incoming A-team captain , "Bonu s Baby "
J ohn Dwyer , provided comic relief as he demonstrate d
how a first time canoeist might be conquered by the
portage course.
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Tobacco spitting opened the competition on an
overcast Saturday morning. Cliff Reichert spit for
accur acy for the A team , while Kent Wommack tried
it for the B team, much to the regret of his stomach.
Mark Mur phy won Colby 's fir st trophy with a perfect .
score in Dot Splittin g, by splitti ng three lA inch dots
with full ax swings. Among the other morning tests
of speed and skill, the Colb y Woodsmen did well in
tr ee felling and the Pulp Toss, which requ ires la nding
a total of 40 logs between designated stakes.
Tl
ird core sawing and chopp ing events on
Saturday afternoon moved the Colb y A team up the
ladder to fifth place under the leadershi p of outgoing
captain Berry Davies. The foresters capture d second
place in Splitting (nine logs into four pieces each with
every piece havin g a part of the red dotte d center),
Speed Chopping (a three man relay for speed), and
Cross-cut Sawing ( a relay of 3 two man team s). They
took the trop hy for Buch Sawing ( a relay of 6 men
cutting two cookies each), perhaps the most notable .
event of the meet. A mile long packboard relay race
closed the competition. Final tabulations gave UMO A team first , Paul Smith-A second , UM O-B thri d, U.
of New Hampshire-A fourth , and Colb y -A fifth. The
Colby-B team , led by Peter Torre s, slipped in for a
top ten spot. Dartmouth had the only other teams not
from a forestry school.
Th e teams spent Saturda y night indul ging around
campfires, fir ewalking ( a multi- or single drunk
event ) and socializing with the Dartmouth Woodpussys, one of the three women 's team s ther e. Next
year's Fall meet will be held in New Brunswick , the
Winter meet in Montr eal , and Spring competition at
UNH. Although they will be losing several key seniors ,
the team will hopefully continue to do so well in an
affair dominated by varsit y-like tea ms from forestry
schools. Certainly a larger cheerin g section to support
the team would help immensely-last weekend saw
only five fans from here, the smalle st amount from
tlie closest school. The Woodsmen will be giving a
demonstration this Saturday, so come out t hen and
discover what they have been up to.
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Attend Athletic Contests
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Upcoming Home Sports
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12:30 Saturday, May 10-Varsity Baseball-Tufts(2)-Home
* 3:00
*
Monday, May 12-Varaty Baseball—Bates-Home
*
*
¦
'
3:00
Tuesday,
13-Varsit
y
May
¦ • "$
Baseb
J
3:00 Tuesda y, May 13-Varsity Lacrosse-New England-Ho me*
* 3:00
Wednesday, May 14-J.VJBasebaU-SMVTI-Home
*
*
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Dave Galvht scores for the Colby Woodsmen in the axe
throwing event (photo by A llen) .
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Lacrosse Def eated by Top rRated Oppo nents
Pounce on Lowell Tech

by Don Bell

Last Thursday Colby's Laxnien faced Plymouth
State. The Mules missed Steve White 's playing as he was
infirmed with tonsilitis. Plymouth had just beaten
Bowdoin, which was ranked eighth in New England,
,
and won the ECAC's last year.
The visiting team offered the toughest defense
that Colby had seen this year. Capt. Doug Windsor
had the lone Colby score in the first half on an
unassiste d goal. The M ules left the field at the half
behind by six with a score of 7-1.
.
,JothDavis cam e up with his typical 3 goal game, scoring
all three of his goals in the second half. One of his
scores came on a seemingly impossible one handed
grab on a pass from Windsor. Colby was unable to
catch up with Plymouth ending the gam e at a score of 12-4.
Saturday the team travelled to Boston Sate and
got tromped 22-0. Colby was shut out by Boston
State's-goalie, who is the best in New England and who
will be playing in the North-South All-Star Game this
summer.
The Mules were "On the Road" again Monday
vying against Bowdoin's *B' team. It was Colby 's third
game in five days which may have attributed to Colby 's
finding itself behind at the half , 9-2. First half, scores
ca.rrie from Dave Cross and Joth DavisNeedless to say, Joth came up with two goals in the second
half , not to be denied his three goal per game average.
The Mules kicked back in the second half ou .scoring
The dotntno theory - in tbe f ield- actually action tn tbe Colby
Bowdoin 6-3. However, Colby was unable to catch up with
Plymouth State lacrosse game last Thursday (photo by Alien) .
their arch-rivals. Second half scores for the Mules came
from Pitcairn, Moore, Daugherty, Davis (2), and
Steve White, who had not played tor nine days due
to tonsilitis.
;• Yesterday Colby decisively defeated Lowell with
a score of 11 to 4. Steve White seemed to be well over
his tonsil ailment, scoring two goals in the first quarter
and coming close on many more shots thrpughout the
by Bob Woodbury
(64, 3-6, 7-6) respecttvely to add icing to the cake.
Windsor,
Doug
game. Other first quarter scores came from
Down at Bowdoin last week, the home court advantage
Finally,
Alan MacEwan and Peter McKearney failed to
Gib
hitting
game
all
day
and
who played a hustling,
proved to be fatal for the Mules as they lost 6-3. It must
produce
a Big Mac between them and lost (0-6, 0-6).
scoring
of
the
season,
game
who
had
his
best
Pitcairn,
be remembered , though , that Colby hadn't played on
At the New Englands Last weekend, Colby faired
another goal in the second quarter , one more in the
clay, which is Bowdoin 's stomping ground, all year. The
reasonable well, placing 15th out of 30 with 17 points.
third quarter and two more in the fourth quarter. Joth
match was a lot closer than the score might indicate.
The fact that they tied Bowdoin in the tournament should
Davis added a fifth goal in the second quarter on an
Colby lost two three-setters, which if they had gone the
be good enough publicity for this week's match. Point
assist from Sandy Buck. Lowell applied pressure halfway
other way, would have meant victory to them, 5-4.
winners for Colby were Vaughan and M cDermott in
through that quarter, but Peter Shaw made some very
UMO around twice, there is no threat for
bouncing
By
singles and Vaughan and Thomson as a doubles team.
adept saves. Then Gib Pitcairn made¦ the score 6 to 0,
the title from the north / Colby again thrased the Black
'
Their
win was very impressiveand Bruce himself called
>
getting his second goal of the day.
would pose
this
time
by
7-2.
Realizing
that
UMO
Bears,
it
the
best match of the year. They won 10-8. Also,
Aubrey Moore and Terry Power brought the ball
no threat, Coach Ken Mukai gave the opportunity to
McDermott
and Endreson won on the last point of
and
Moore
set
up
upf ield well throughout the game
lay to several fresh , untested players. Regulars Thomson
p
their
match,
and Britton and Einsiedler received a
keeping
also
did
well
at
the offense well. Joe Daugherty
'
(6-4, 6-2), Einsiedler (6-0, 6-4) , Kayatta (6-0, 6-1), and
default . Finally, in the consolation singles, Einsiedler
the momentum going at midfield. In the third quarter
McDermott (6-2, 6-2) all won easily and saved the irregulars and Thomson each won two matches and one point for
Joth Davis blew by five of Lowell's defensemen to score
from
any pressure. Bill Britton , who has become a near
the Mules.
unassisted , making it 7-0. But then Lowell came back
regular
himself , also won (7-6, 6-0), to secure the victory.
Yesterday Colby met Bowdoin again , this time at
three times in .succession to score, making it 7-3.
Frosh Ted Smythe lost, putting up a good fight in three
home, and evened the score decisively. Th ompson ,
Pitcairn broke up the Lowell threat by coming from
sets (0-6, 64 , 2-6). After that , Thomson and Smythe
Einsiedler, Vaughan, and McDermott won their matches
behind the visitor 's net to score unassisted to give
to
point the team toward a 7-2 romp.
and
Britton
and
Kayatta
won
in
doubles
(64,
6-3)
and
Colby an 8-3 lead.
in
there"
Clay Turner saw a lot of action and "stuck
on many faceoffs. Shaw remained in goal throughout
the entire game and came up with several saves during
the fourth quarter. Ned Battey did some heads-up
Richard McGee, who joined the Colby athletic
batterin g on his opponents but this did not prevent them
department eight years ago, was officially named
from getting their fourth and final score as they broke
athletic director and chairman of the physical eduthrough two Colby defenders, joth Davis had the few
cation department Wed., April 30 by President
meager fans on edge wondering if he would come up with
Robert E. L. Strider.
his three goal per game . average. Joth was just toy ing
The 44 year old gradmate of the U. of Maine,
with the fans and waited until latej n the fourth quarter
Orono has been acting in those positions since the
to scoop up an assist from Windsor and give Colb y a
resignation of John Winkin. Winkin , who had been
at Colb y for 20 yea rs an d guide d .the Mules to some
94 lead. Dave Cross was responsible for setting up
Pitcairn on Colby 's final two scores of the day,
su ccessful seasons in baseball, is now the head coach
of baseball at Maine. Winkin resigned during the
making it 1.1-4: In case you were wondering where
summer.
the game was, you can catch the team p laying e it her
The board , which in terviewed many can d i d a tes f or
football
field
this
the
at the soccer field or out by
C
o
llege
t
New
England
t
he
posi t ions , re cen tly boiled the names down t o
mee
whcn
t
he
Mule
s
Tuesday,
two, Mc Gee an d Ronnie Ry an , former coach of the
in their final horn e game of the season . Game time
New England Whalers and former brillian t wingman
is 3 pm.
for Colb y during the days of Jack Kelley.
Ryan , who became ill while coaching t he Whalers
with the past month , and took a rest,wi t hdrew his
Tbe Colby ECHO congtadulates Richard McGee as
name last month and left McGee as tlie one man
Colby s ne-m A.D.and zoishesMm a successful career
most suitable for the position.
in that position,
I t has been repor ted tha t Ryan has given up his
coaching job wit h t he Whalers and will be assis t an t
to the Whalers president after taking the summer off.
McGee , who has coached football at Colby since
1967 when he was hired by Winkin , taught and
^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^
^^mW^', ^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^ !
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field. After doing stints at those two schools McGee
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joined the Bowdoin coaching staff in 1965. He will
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continue to coach football at Colby.
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Tennis Sp lits with Bowdoin
Remain in State Comp etition

Dick McGee Appo inted A.D
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CLARK BARKS
Dennison
Coach McGee may be a breath of fresh air for Colby
Athletics, but he still retains the "Winkiness" secrecy
surrounding athletic expenditures.
God bless the rugby team. The school should drop
football and emp hasize a real macho sport that operates
without plastic protection. But how about some home
by And y

games?
Thank you B&G for creating the "extra field" for

softball on a 10-degree right-hand start. As if Colby
doesn 't warp our perspectives enough!
Amidst all the cries of "schism" and "sectionalism,"
the one unifying force at Colby has arisen—softball!!
Who would've gue ssed?

Colby s unifying force - softball -is shown bringing all
kinds together tn an I.F.L. game (photo by Levintow) .

I.F.L. Sports Roundup

Colby Rugb y
Upsets U. Maine, 7-4

Mission Impossiblef or Brian Shelton durtngMules first wm
ever over U. Maine (pho to by Blazejewski) .

Golf Cap tures Second
in Tourney

by Joh n Tew
Going into last weekend's New England Small
College championships the Colby golf team had
only managed one victory in their first seven matches.
Thus there was a mood of uncertainty.as to the
chances of performing well against the other schools
in our conference.
The tournament, in its first year of existence, was
held at the Williams' golf course. The format of the
tourney consisted of 36 holes to be played by five
members of each school. The best four of five totals
of each team would be tabulated to make the final
total.
On Sunday a steady rain kept the scores highonly one player was able to break 80. Fred Levesque
led Colby with an 80, leaving him tied for second.
In the team race the Mules placed fifth at 339-, the
leader Amherst (326), Tufts (330), Bowdoin (332)
and Williams (336) rounded out the top five.
The final 18 holes were played Monday morning.
Conditions were better and the Colby squad was
able to take advantage. Marco led the charge with
a 35-43, 78 followed by Tew 36-45, 81, Ashton
39-42, 81 and LeVecque 36-46, 82. The 332 total
was low for the tournament and vaulted Colby to
within two strokes of champion Amherst and a
second place finish. Mike Fitzgerald, the number
one player from Amherst won the individual title
shooting 157.
The second place finish ahead of other schools
such as Williams, Bowdoin , M iddlebury, Trinity,
Wesleyan and others was the best a Colby golf team
has done in many years. With everyone returning
next year it is conceivable that-the best is yet to
come.
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IFL action this week centeredvaround-some great
softball competition, according to Commissioner Tony
Shu pin. With about thirty teams split into three divisions,
there were plenty of games and also many surprises
in relation to standings after the third week.
Surp risingly, Good Humor leads the thirteen-team
"A" division with a 4-0-1 record. Right behind them
with 4-1 records are LCA-A and Zete, led by "Brooks"
Breene and four-year star Brad Moore respectively.
DKE is next in line with a 5-2 card, despite the power
hitting of Unsung Hero Frank-Evans. Last p lac e dwelle r
is KDR (0-7) even though Paul Philbin and Tony Shupin
have excelled.
In the "B" league, DU-B heads the list with an unblemished 4-0 record. They are closely followed by the
notorious Bang Gang (5-1) and LCA-B, led by Mr. Rugby,
Brian Shelton. In fourth place for the moment rests
Ice 9-B, with a 4-2 record.
Finally, in the amazing "C" league, composed mainly
of the girls' teams, the Space Cadets find themselves
on top after winning four easy games. El Seven is
in second place with a 4-1 record, Marriner in third
with a 3-1 record, and the Misfits next with a 3-2
mark. Scores in this league have been very inconsistent,
ranging from 2-1 to 48-8. In one game, boys were
asked to bat opposite from normal and stand on one
leg while hitting. Who says there are no laughs in
IFL sports?
Coming up in the next few weeks will be the completion of the badminton tournament—pending the recovery
of one of the finalists—and the annual Golf Tournament.
For all you Arnie Palmers, get your clubs ready for
(
Tuesday, May 13. Names are due thb week to Mark
Tanguay, Ext. 553.

The Colby Rugby team defeated U.Maine Orono
in the first "A" team victory of the season 7-4 in front
of the home crowd this Saturday. Colby dominated
the entire game with precision passing, aggressive offense
and tight defense.
Col by scored in the first half when Ron Oulette
ran through the Maine defense, scoring a try and
putting the team in the lead, 4-0. Early in the second half
U. Maine won a penalty scrum on the Colby fiveyard line and slipped the ball through the defensive
line, tying the game at 4-4. Colby rallied and dominated
the remainder of the game in kicking and running the
ball. A penalty kick by Brian Shelton late in the second
half gave Colby three points and a 7-4 victory over
Maine.
The victory was Colby's first over U. Maine in three
seasons of matches. It was a particularly rewarding
win for Colby because it was U. Maine that had helped
start the team so that it would have some "local competition."
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The Coach s P ersp ective
Michael Hodges

- by Bruce A. Young
of 1969, Michael
in
the
fall
Sin ce coming to Colby
tt sports. But
differen
five
Hodges has been a coach f o
as he points out , he is not a jack-of -all-trades, merely
a coach with an open season in the spring. Both the
golf and lacrosse teams were under bis guidance for
one year. He was also the ski coach for four years.
coach (2nd year) and a
At p resent , he is swimming He
received his Mast ers
football coach (six years)
^
in guidance and counseli ng in A ugust of 1968 from
UMaine , having graduated from ,there the year b efore .
Prior to arriving on Mayflower Hi ll, he taught f o r
'
one year at Rockland High School.
Michael Hodges feels a big difference in the type of
student Colby attracts as opposed to other schools is
that Colby has no physical education major. Bigger
schools get that type of person , one seeking to make
physical education the major part of his life. Otherwise, the same type of people normally go to Colby
as elsewhere.
But that is not to say that Colby cannot give
something different to its students. Hodges claims
that people acquire set interest patterns resulting from
their backgrounds. They bring those to Colby, and
generally pursue similar avenues. But,- importantly,
Colby exposes one to much more. There are more
things available on campus, which may have been
present in high schools only to a fairly limited extent.
Naturally, students are going to pick tip new interests.
If they fail to explore new possibilities, they will miss
out, arid be. the poorer for it.
Similarly, Hodges feels that a liberal arts education
is a great thing. There is a lot to p ick from. Students
usuauy are uncertain as to their course of study for
a while, and they have a chance for a broad education.
For this reason, Coach Hodges believes the present
distribution requirements should not be dropped ,
although he can understand the viewpoint of those
who think otherwise. It is an opportunity for wide
exposure, and leaves one a broader base to choose
from. It's good to have a number of these things , in your background. The big thing a student can
really get from liberal arts is the ability to express
himself , to be able to think for himself. Coach Hodges
likes to think Colby does this. As far as changes go,
everyone has his own ideas on how to improve Colby.
., For,.- .this reason,: he .can't foresee, or predict any changes
in the futu re.
Athletics is another opportunity available at a
ISKRSWB^^

liberal arts school. This is apparent because there is
no over-emphasis (e.g. spring football workouts). The
competition adheres to the same ideals.
\ Sports is a very individual thing, in that while
working toward a common goal, each player may
participate for a different reason. Each one takes from
a program what he wants, whether it be an outlet of
some sort, enjoymen t, or being with people. Enjoyment is a big factor. It is much easier to motivate
people who want to play and enjoy playing. Hodges
mentions that people are pretty highly motivated
here, more so than vn high school. -This is true even
in gym classes. Through athletics, one can discover
his own reaction to stress , pressure and adversity.
But the athletes haven't changed all that much. A
bigger change has occurred in the coaches. They no
longer demand rigid training, rules, such as short hair
or strict curfew, which were previously just accepted.
Now they are questioned , and pretty much done away
with. The atmosphere of the school has little to do
with this attitude. It depends upon the philosophy
of the head coach. This relaxation of restrictions
is happening on campuses all over the country, and is
a general trend here at Colby. It is also part of the
personal philosophy of Michael Hodges.
Why do so many good high school athletes who
come to Colby wind up dropping out of an athletic
program , or in some cases, not go out at all? Hodges
feels that academics is not the answer. Practice takes
up no more time than the average student would
fritter away every day. The athlete must simply
schedule his time more carefully . Very few athletes
have flunked out, although some have left for other
reasons. The real reason is the high level of competition
People are surprised to find that it takes a talented
individual to p lay at Colby. One finds stiffer competition than expected, and usually winds up dropping
out of a program because making the starting team
was not so easy.
It is impossible to simply blank out other problems^
If someone is under emotional or academic stress, he
won't be mentally involved in the practice anyway.
Coach Hodges says it's better to give him some time
off , to help straighten out the problem. Also, rules
for the sake of rules invites discipline problems, it
'. coach gives his players a reason tor a rule ,.there will
11 no trouble. That is why Colby has remained relatWely free of discipline problems over the last few
years.

Woodsmen s B-team captain Peter Torres gives bis all in
cross-cut sawine as teammates Jim Gibson and Dave Calvin
watch from a distance (photo by A llen).
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10:30 Track Easterns at Bowdoin
12:30 JV Baseball Bridgeton Academy Away
12s30 Baseball Varsity Tufts Home
1; 30 Tennis Varsity Bates Away
.
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Space with C.J.'n In limited! Wo havo room for only 15 moro
students. We will get ypur "room", trunks, and suitcases to
Now York,(or on the way) on May 23. Cheaper than Greyhound, u.p.s. ,REA express - plus your stuff U insured.
Have CM. - --wilt travel, contact ¦Curtis Johnson 525
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Bruce Rogers dem onstrates the meshing of all parts of the
body known as karate (photo by Levintow) .

Colby Karate
(next year?)

by Bruce Rogers
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Probably when you were young someone walked
up to you patting their head with the right hand and
rubbing their stomach with the left. Then you tried
it and patted your stom ach and rubbed your head,
rubbed both and patted both and finally....finally you got it.
Patting the head and rubbing the stomach. You could
do it without thinking, once the motions had been
branded into the back of your mind. The motions
had become reflex.
Probably you have never tried to do the same sort
of thing with your feet. Don 't bother. It's impossible.
Work on something constructive like karate.
Karate is an art with sportative elements, and not an artsy
sport. Any art requires a great deal of time and practice in
order to master the fundamentals. It 's a mental struggle,
not like worrying about your tennis stroke or thinking "I
must run this lap a little faster." Karate is an in tense
dicipline, 80% mental, 20% physical. The mind must
be focused on every body part at once ; each part
of the body must be perfectly syncronized through
hours of practice, until they mesh as inseparable elements
of a single, unconscious movement. You must learn
to relax, summoning power from your diaphragm
with controlled breathing, tensing every muscle of the bod y
only at the moment of impact. It is like rushing
water turning to ice as it hits a boat , then turning
back to water again after the boat has been sp lintered.
Fluid—solid—fluid.
When basic techniques have become familiar ,
they are put in combination. The object is to overwhelm the opponent (theoretically an aggressor;
karate is a form of defense) with a barrage of swift,
powerfu l techniques , striking for vulnerable points ,
opening gaps in the opponent 's defense , moving,
moving, until the finishing blow is delivered. Then
you quietly return to your home.
As the physical aspects of the art develop beyond
the stages of mastering fundamentals and combinations, the
mental, concentrative aspects begin to receive greater
attention. The mind must be emptied through meditation
and kept in a state of emptiness while performing
the physical (and now reflexive) techniques , a process
called m oving Zen. If the mind is cluttered with distracting thoughts or focused upon a single technique—defeat
This past semester a group of Colby students made
arrangements with an instructor from Portland for
weekly lessons. The first week it sn owed. No instructor.
The second week he came, but in the middle of
classthere was a blackout. Everyone disappeare d including
the instructor , who was back in Portland by the time
the lights came on again. The third week we were
displaced from 'Runnals by "a band function. " And
week No. 4 was vacation.
There you have lt-thc unfortunate strangulation of an
infant. Ah , but next year! A third degree black belt
from Augusta is eager to give 2 lessons a week, starting
from whenever whoever gets whatever together, M aybe
the class will even be able to get some money from some
Colby sponsor , if someone is willing to do some early
organizing. I am one who will be moving on , so it
will be up to someone else.
Try it. The physical , mental, and spiritual rewards
are endless, And should you ever find yourself , years
later, pinned in a dark alley some dark night , surrounded by
criminals with tire irons and steel toed boots, . .- .
you may dispose of the obstruction quickly and
efficiently and go out for an ice cream'.*"
' ' . •

History of Sport
Wh y Physical Educati on?
*

by Joth Davis

their games. No longer possessing utilitarian value,
they have survived as vestigal activities to be engaged
in for recreation.
At the height of Greek civilization, physical education and fitness were key ingredients in every
person 's life. The Athenian ideal was one,of harmony
that is, all aspects of life were blended together in
their life styles. Art, religion , music, dance, and
sports were the basic ingredients in arriving at a
harmonious end. To the Greeks, we owe the idea
and ideals of the Olympics. The games even then
consistuted an important factorjn Greek civilization,
and were as much a part of athletics as they are
today. .
The rise of modern nationalism presaged great
things for physical education. Individual nations
had to be strong in order to protect and defend their
boundaries. The need for strong and fit men necessitated the institution and development of an effective system of p hysical education.
Different countries emphasized varying means of
attaining physical fitness for their youth. Gym nasties was fayored in many European countries , while
in the United States, team sports and ball games
evolved to meet the need. Every, primary and secondary school in the United States stresses physical
fit ness, and this trend is carried on through college
as well. Physiology, psychology, and biology all had
their impact on the rise of physical education programs
in the United States. Physical education is more than
exercise. It is more than a muscle builder or a catalyst
for the circulation system. It is m ore than aimless and
frivolous play. It is more than athletic competition.
Physical education is.all of this and also offers
group experiences and the joy of effort and achievement
Physical educatioifis education. At Colby, these aims
are met for those who are involved. With rising costs,
the end of competetive sports may be near. This would
leave club sports and p hysical education as the only
physical outlet available to the individual.
An objective is hardly worthwhile if the student
receives no benefit or value in attaining it. Phys. ed.
classes may be one way to learn a sport which in
later days may be something to fall back on for needed
success, relaxation, and enjoyment.

A requirement of Physical education is common
for all Colby students. Perhaps to all who disagree
with taking a graduation swim test, or to attending
8:00-a.m. volleyball gym classes, a history of p hysical
education from Greek times to the present might
be illuminating. The aim of edu cation is to make it
interest compelling, and self-motivating. To that end,
com pulsion is viewed as merely a tempory expedient
to introduce the student to opportunities that are
offered , and to give a ground-work in the tools that
will be needed later for self-direction. Once sufficiently acquainted with these opportunities, the
student may be encouraged to exercise his own choice
in the follow-up process. In other words, within
the general requirement, generous leeway forj ndividual option is offered.
Colby students are encouraged to maintain a
balance between team and individual sports in their
selections. Both have their values. In favor of individual sports is the fact that most persons are physically unable to participate in vigorous team sports
for a very prolonged period in adult life. Also, it
is easier after college is completed to find one or
two playing partners, than it is to fin d or organize
two teams. On the other hand , the benefits from
playing organized sports are obvious. They lend to
cooperation between individuals and allow people to
identify themselves as a part of a group with a common cause.
In primitive times, the different types of ph ysical
activity we know today were all in evidence. They
have been present in all subsequent societies, although
the emphasis has fluctuated , depending on the kind
of society and culture prevailing. Primitive man received most of his exercise through ordinary daily
activity that was necessary for survival.
The one activity that held top priority among the
primitives, both in esteem and practice, was dance.
Dance was interwoven with all p hases of the primitive life. The dancers imitated not only their own •'
pursuits, such as the hunt, or chase and war, but also
the animals and forces of nature such as the bear,
buffalo , snake , rain and fire. Most of these.dances
were reli gious ceremonies in ori gin , as were many of
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Thursday's results:
Plymouth College 12

Saturday's Results:
placed 15 out of 30 at New
Englands.

,
Colby 4

Saturday s Results:
•
Boston State 23 Colby 0
¦
„ „ ,s „
u
Results:
Monday
Bowdoin 12 Colby 8
,_ .
.Wednesday
.. A A ,s -o
Results:
LowellTech 4 Colby 11

Monday's-Results:
Maine 2 Colby 7
*
Record to date:
6 wins 3 losses
¦
q ij
Saturday-Sunday Results:
2nd in NESCAC tournament

Record to Date:
4 wins 4 losses

J . V. Baseball

Baseball
Friday s Results:
Trinity 4 Colby 5
Saturday's Results:
Nichols 2 Colby 4
Nichols 9 Colby 5

Thursday's Results:
Lawrence High 1 Colby 8
Saturday's Results:
Bridgton 8 Colby, 18
Bridgton (cancelled) Colby
Monday's Results: ;
Maine 2 Colby !¦•
Maine 11 Colby 1

Wednesday 's Resu lts:
Bowdoin 2 Colby 3
Bowdoin 3 Colb y 5

Wednesday s Results:
Bowdoin (cancelled) Colby
Record to date:
6 wins 4 losses

Record to date:
9 losse s
9 wins

Rugby

Track

Saturday 's Results:
Maine' 4 Colby

milXG State Championships
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Come and hear the candidates for the two student seats
on the Board of Trustees and candidates for Cl ass Office
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Schedule

6:30-7:00

I
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tennis

6,30 - 9.00 p.m.

CANDIDA JIS MIGH T
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Lacrosse

- at the Coffeehouse -basement Runnals-
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7:00-7:30
7:30-8:00
8:00-9:00

.'

OPEH E.PX. HEA RIN G

Class of 78

t

Class of '77
Class of 76
Trustees

Concernin g the Educational Policy Committee 's moti ons t.o the faculty , whi ch , if
approve d will:
1}-cre ate an independent major , and
2) make 4 course s per semester , (instead of
the current 5 courses ) the norm at Colby. This
does not mean reducing the 120 credi t-hour
requirement , or the tota l expecte d student
workload.
Both proposals are scheduled to be acted
upon by the faculty at their Ma y 14 meeting.
Triis hearin g is specificall y to solicit student
op inion.
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Elections and an EPC Poll Friday outside Dining Halls
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New Education System Needed
Dear People,
Well, the EPC has taken the Task Force referendum,
the CSFC report, and their.own opinions into .account
and has sent their proposals to the faculty for their
yay or nay. The collective community of Colby can
now sit back knowing that we have achieved success
through the system. All sides of the problems were
considered , and were translated and modified into
structurally acceptable terms. In a few weeks, if the
faculty deems it so, the EPC proposals could become .
law. Welcome to fantasyland!
For one thing, no one here can convince me that
student opinion , in the form of the overwhelming
referendum , was given much consideration in the
light of the proposals finally decided upon (the independent m ajors proposal is thcone exception).
1have trouble coping with the politics, the lack of
trust, and the unwillingness to adjust to an ever-changing
world as is so prevalent at Colby. For these and other
reasons I will not be coming back to Colby after this year
Yet, there is still something which I can 't reconcile alone,
and so I'm asking for your opinions.
I am convinced that there is a hell of a lot of change
necessary in the institutional schools which we have
come to accept as education. But my conflict comes in
trying to decide whether enoug h change can be effected
within the system, or whether we must tear down the
present structure and start anew. Whichever you feel is
best, I believe that the following figures will convince
you that more change than is presently being discussed
at Colby is necessary.
The children of the poorest one-tenth of the US popula
tion go to school for an average of about five years. The
schools they attended, at these grade levels, spent about
$500 per pupil per year, or $2500 spent on these children
for their lifetime. The children ol the richest one-tenth
of the population average one year of graduate school
completed; their total education costs around $35 ,000,
about one-third of which is private expenditure. This
means thacthe richest one-tenth get about ten times as
much of the public funds as the poorest one-tenth.
In an attempt to compensate for this disparity, the
US government , in .1968, alloted $3 billion for supplementary educational services to the poor. At the end
of a certain time period it fou found that less than
third of the money was actually spent on. the poor
children who showed no measurable academic improve
ment. The non-eligible children, with whom the poor
were mixed, benefitted from the money and they did .
in fact show a measurable educational gain.
And yet , even if this type of program had worked ,
it would have been merely a drop in the bucket. Two
independent studies done in 1969 both suggested
that to meet educators' estimates of what is needed
to provide adequate schooling in the US, it would
cost an additional $80 billion to what is already being
spent.
In every country , including the US, school costs
are rising faster than enrollments and national income.
For example, in Puerto Rico during the period of
1940-1965 , the national income rose by 10 times, and'
school enrollment double d, while school costs multiplied 25 times. Still , in 1965, less than one-half of all
Puerto Rican students finished nine years of school.
In Bolivia, one-half of all public allocations for
schools are spent on 1% of the population. The ration
of educational expenditures for the upper and lowertenths of the population is abou t 300 to one.
Yet in areas where many years of schooling are the
n orm , those years hold increasingl y lesslmportance.
The high sch ool diploma means little with the deluge
of BA's whi ch , in turn , are losing th eir traditional
security to the Masters and the Doctorate degrees.
N ow t here are some people clam oring for a d egree
above the Ph.D. since it , too , is becoming over-populated
To add insult to injury, t h e Wrigh t Commissi on in
Ontario had to report to its government sponsors that
post-secondary education is "inevitably and without
remedy1" taxing the poor disproportionately for an education that is enjoyed predominantly by the rich. This
is characteristic of most school systems worldwide.
So the problem seems obvious. If the US, which is
one of the richest nations in the world and is the model
for many, if not most , of t he educa t ional systems of
the world , is failing in its mission to school us all ,
then the entire worldwide (with maybe a few exceptions)
educational system is failing. And it is a fact that no
coun try in the world can presently afford the educa tion
their people want in the form of schools.
So, wc must each step back and decide whether wc
care and if we do, do we think that the kinds of changes
being suggested at Colby and other schools are adequate
in attacking the roots of the problem. We must also
decide whe ther or not we believe the problems can be
solved wi thin the framework from whence they came.
If we say-yes, we must decide what will get to the roots ,
If we say no, wc must search for a viable alternative
system to adopt (many in teresting ones have-alread y
been formulated).
Bu t either way, we must realize that time is of the
essence. Many of the major problems we face today-i.e
food shortages; over-populations; wars~havc roots in
our failing educa tional system. And we know that

Letters to the Editors
these issues need immediate attention. So please,
think about it. Apply these or similar questions to
this and any other institution or convention you 've
felt so comfortable in. You might surprise yourself
with what you find. If , in fact , you do find problems within the system,
you must apply yourself to fixing it. For it is a farce
to see a problem, to recognize deprivation of freedoms,
and to do nothing.
Jerry Fensterman

The Older Generation—Ri ght and Wrong
Editors, the ECHO :
It is generally conceded that the American Indians
mounted the best horse cavalry the world has ever
known and that their greatest leader was Chief Sitting
Bull.
This great leader , whose defeat of General Custer
was but one of a series of brilliant actions against
generally overwhelm ing forces, had good reason to
distrust the white man, yet his advice was "Take
what is good from the white man's way of life and
reject the rest," and this has as much app lication to
the youth of today as it did for the Sioux nations a
hundred years ago.
This man, who lived and died by a strict code of
honor (so strict that a brave captured in battle could
on his own parole return to say goodbye to his wife
and children before returning to death by torture)
had seen virtually every promise made by the white
man broken; he had seen the vast herds of buffalo
upon which the Indian depended for food , lodging,
and raiment, slaughtered by men who cut out the
tongues to send to New York restaurantsand left the
carcasses to rot on the ground; and he had seen women
and children massacred and mutilated on the very .
lands they had been promised sanctuary so long as
the sun should rise and set (indeed it was retaliation
to one such massacre that led Sitting Bull to annihilate
General Custer and 400 of his elite troops at the battle
of the Little Big Horn).
Yes, Chief Sitting Bull knew all these things but he
also knew there were men like D avy Crockett, the
greatest frontiersman of them all, to whom honor was
more precious than life itself and who fought as gallantly in the halls of Congress for the rights of the
Indians as he did against the forces of Santa Anita at
the Alamo. And he knew.there were cavalry offi cers
like Lt. Wood who risked their reputations, their
careers and their very lives rather than participate in
the massacres of Indian women and children. Sitting
Bull knew that mixed with the evil there was good.
It was riot so many years ago that I was in college
with hopes, dreams and ambitions, perhaps the same as
.many of you today ; I wanted to be a great athlete,
to write a novel that would make the world a better
place to live in, and (at some vague unspecified date)
to marry a lovely, virtu ous girl. Although .I failed in
the first two categories, I had a lot of fun trying and ,
in any event, my success in the third was such that I
have no complaints. But the point 1 wish to make,
and the reason for writing this letter, is that although
there was much wrong with my generation, there was
also much t h at was right. The qualities of integrity,
courage and manliness in the men and gentleness,
sweetness and puri ty in t he women are st ill wor t hwhil e,
and t he i dea t ha t the objec t of living should be t he
instant gratification of pleasure is wrong. One of the
great j oys of life is ant icipation, whi ch actually enhanc es
the deferred pleasure.
It is my hope that some of you reading this will
realize that it was the old-fashioned virtues that made
this country great, and that it is the rejection of these
values which will not only destroy us as a n ation , but
as individuals as well.
I have been distressed by Watergate and what 1
have seen in Vietnam. As a businessman , as a physician,
and as a politician I have seen corruption in virtually
every ph a se of Ameri can life , yet I believe this is still
the greatest country on earth and that we should all
seek to improve her vyhere she is in error , st reng t hen
'J
her where she is weak.
I t is my hope t ha t all of you rea ding t his will come
to realize t ha t t he way t o fin d t ru e happiness lies in
doing t he t hing t ha t is right with patience, self-denial
and hard work.
Some, having read t hese remarks may find themselves in substantial agreement but may think: "It 's
too late for me-I've done this or that. " To these I
reply "Welcome to the club." I've never yet met anybody who hasn 't done something wrong. But the good
news is t ha t if we are t ruly sorry for our mistakes we
have this wonderful dhance to start out again fresh
and clean , and you don 't have to take my word for
it, bu t that of a much higher authority :
"If we confess our sins He is faithful and just
to forgive us our sins and cleanse us from all
unrig h teousness". ..1 John 1:9
It is interesting to note that before they were
Hilled apparently, both Sitting Bull and Crazy Horse
became Christians, this being one of the few good
th ings t hey found in the white man 's way of life.
Leath Hartman , M.D.

End the "Do-Nothing " Class Offices
Editors, the ECHO,
I am writing to question the functions of class
offices. I have been told that senior class officers are
the only ones who perform or become involved in
anything of importance. The main reason for their involvemei
is to straighten out commericement. Sop homore and
Juniors supposedl y have "do-nothing offices. " Stu-A
has the power to run the campus to the liking of the
student body. Why don 't th ey incorporate the class
offices into completing the projects or whatever else
they have designed for campus? That way the offices
become of some use. The more workers, the easier
the work load and the more that gets done.' It doesn't
detract anything from Stu-A and should in fact add
to their strength. Also a Stu-A member has mentioned
to me that he would like to allot m oney to each class
for purposes that the classes see fit and would also
benefit that class and college.
Chris Noonan

One $300 M istake Is Enough

To the Members of the Colb y Community :
I would like to relate to everyone an incident that
recently occurred to me in hopes of forewarning all
those people who are contemplating having important
mail sent to them at Colby.
During this past January, I filed for my 1974 income
tax refund. I was to receive a tax refund check for the
amount of $339.64. I waited, waited and waited for
that check, and still no check has arrived. I visited the
local Internal Revenue Service and explained that I
had not yet received my tax refund. They have since
informed me that my check was issued in February
1975, to my private Post Office box , here at Roberts
Union.
So where is the check? I cannot be too specific
in my accusations, but I can offer some hypotheses
as to what might have happened to the check. These
are as follows: (l)lt is possible that the check was lost
or stolen in the government system somewhere.
(2)It is also possible that the check was lost or stolen
in the Colby mail system.
Both possibilities are very possible since no system
is absolutely efficient. However, it really disturbs
me to have to consider the second possibility above.
I have checked all mail desks in hopes of recovering
the misplaced check, if that were the case, but that was
pretty much a futile effort.
Thus to think the inevitable, that possibl y, one of
my fellow students stole that $339.64 of hard-earned ,
sweat-filled factory work leave s me in an utter state
of disgust and disdain. I shall n ever know exactly
what happened to the check , but all I do know is
that I will eventually receive the money. I was further
made quite aware of the fact that the FBI and IRS
h ave their methods of locating fraudulent peop le
(if the check were stolen , cashed , and my signature
forged). If the check were stolen by a government
employee, let me express the same feeling of disgust.
From the above, my position regarding a new mail
system at Colby is quite obvious. As a result of this
entire incident I have had to check each mail room
on campus as well as visit the IRS and fill out forms.
These are nothing but inconveniences to me. A central mail room would have facilitated the m atter.
Perhaps, if there were a more efficient mail system at
Colby the check may have never been lost , th at is, if
if it was lost in the Colby system. Mail is seemingly
lost quite freq uen tly h ere, and it's about time that
some definitive action was taken to improve the system
Should it be the case, I feel that one $300 mistake is
en ough.
Michael Martin

Let's Improve This Great Place
Editors, the ECHO:

Thi s lette r is mainly intended for the student
bod y and anyone else who has any concern for
Colby College. I have previously asked the students
to in some way be greateful to Colby. At the same time
some students said we must work to improve Colb y.
I agree with both those statements. . We must work to
improve this great place and at the same time not
lose sight of liow good Colb y is at the present.
I feel that the Black situation should be improved
here at Colby . Colby should encourage more Black
studen ts to apply. This campus could be made m ore
attractive to the Black students by getting some Black
professors and offering some Afro-American courses.
Thi s is a problem t ha t sh ould be a concern of ALL
Colby students. We are each a member of the Colby
studen t body and a problem of a few students should
be solved by the efforts of all. If you are looking for
improvement this is a place that needs definite
improvemen t.
Well fans , my fi rst year at Colby College is winding
to a close and I must say I enjoyed it a lot. However,
nex t year promises to be one of Colby 's grea test, I
predict the Colby College 1975-1976 Mules' hockey
team will be t he Division II champ ions, Wi th the
inspira tion of its student body, and improved p laying,
the team will, be winners. See you next September!
J ohn Gray

Student Candida tes for Board of Trus tees Deliver Statements
Chris Foster

So that those of ypu who have not had the chance
to talk with me'personaliy can get an idea of my "conceptual framework," I will briefly mention my opinions on just three issues:
1) Proposal on minority students: I support the
goals and recommendations of this proposal and
promise to work for its most practical implementation. Moreover, this should be seen as one step in
improving the quality of life and thought on campus
which, through not homogeneous, could stand some
improvements.
2) Fraternities: Frats should retain the right of selfdetermination as to their existence as social organizations (in other words, no "final solution" should be
imposed on them) but they cannot be exempted from
any reevaluation of the housing system. Much more
research, however, needs to be done before my opinion
is gelled.
3) Building priorities: I suggest that all students,
especially those who have been able to muster the .
energy to oppose the infirmary which is unfortunately
a dead issue, should now direct some effort towards .
the constructive renovation of Roberts. There is a
real opportunity for the type of student action and
input which I advocate and which I will try my best
to help achieve as student representative to the Board
<of Trustees.

the Board. I feel that my re-election as student rep.
could be expeditiousas I am familiar with the operations of the Board of Trustees and thus would not
It seems certain that no one who inten ds to
need a "break in" period to become accustomed to
vote in Friday's election for Student Representative to the
the . Board's procedures.
"
Board of Trustees underestimates the importance
Secondly, this semester I have become quite
of that office. Quite simply, it affords student opinion
inyolved in many of the issues involving many stu- .
and .action on the highest administrative level of
dents on campus, including-the possible renovation
the college. Most importantly, the Board represents a component of college government that deals with wideof Roberts Union into a campus center, the co-ed
floor
in Foss-Woodmah, and the Minority report.
which
actions
for
student
on
scale concerns and philosophy
I feel that students definitely have an importan t
relorm most often center.
role in the decision-making process. This college is
I am running for one of the two Student Representative
positions. Candidly, I admit to certain weaknesses
a corporation and we as students are all shareholders.
We have a right to be heard. Also, as residents of the
and strengths of my candidacy. My only "official"
Colby campus, it is only we who can truly discern
active role in student government has been as a member of the
and voice the residential needs of this campus.
Special Programs Committee of 1974-75. Admittedly,
Thirdly, I feel that it would be an asset if I conI have not been a conspicuous presence at Student
tinued to be a student representative to the Board
Association meetings. However, I have kept myself
while continuing my work with groups that are
informed about the issues and debates which have
I
have
years
at
Colby.
addressing pressing campus issues. For example, as
concerned students for the past three
informally discussed these matters with members of
a representative to the Board of Trustees and Chairthe student government and oth er students. The
person of the Roverts Renovation Committee, I
could represent the campus center issues with certainty
referendums and polls have received my attention
and'thorough knowledge of the processes and decisions
and participation. And I actively served in the business of the
that will have gone into the final report to the PresSpecial Programs Committee .
ident and the Board of Trustees. I also would like
When dealing with the Board of Trustees, a calm, wellinformed perserverance is the most effective tool- which
to continue to press for action on the minority
report, which seems to be presently caught in the
we students possess. In this forum, policy will not
cogs of the administrative machine.
be moved through vehement demands on erratically
persued proposals. Such methods will not sway
Finally, as a student representativeto the Board
Board members. Rather we must rely on depen dbf Trustees I would attempt to bridge the gap between
ability and knowled ge of student positions, rather
the Trustees and the students. 1 have tentatively
planned an informal get-together this fall on the
than mere personality, as criteria for selection of
Largely due to the advent of the Student Assocaition
Student Representatives. I am confident of my ability
Colby
campus which will enable any interested students
last spring, students are presenting a coherent and
to manifest at least the first two characteristics.
to
informally
meet .with their Trustees. I also hope
forceful voice on college issues once again. It is important
• I refust to promise results—we all know that is
to
work
hard
with
Stu-A and the Echo to increase
that the Minorities proposal receive imm ediate action. Negligent the energy and communications
between the Board
impossible. All I can promise is reliable representation of
of the 1970 Board of Trustees Special Committee's
students' view. To guarantee more than that is foolish.
and
the
students.
recommendations has gone on too long. The Roberts
Further, I believe that the Student Representatives
Students are often maligned as being apathetic,
Renovation
should be pushed for. It is a great credit to the
are elected to present student views collectively,
and those who are concerned often have no idea where
present Student Representatives to the Board of
rather than private views, whenever the former are
their energy can be directed. 1 feel it is the duty of
frustees
that a fund for consultants has been allocated by
Stu-A, the Echo, and the student representatives to
known. When there arises a conflict, and a representative
the Board. Because the building of the Infirmary is
cannot, in good faith, do so, (s)he must resign.
the Board to keep students informed about current
a "fait accompli", that issue should no- longer be
You will find no leaflets from me under your door—
issues, and what decisions are being made, so they
beaten to death. Bob Anderson is right; understateif I can't win without such extensive waste, I don 't
can responsibly voice their opinions and be heard.
believe I want the job. You will see a few posters and badges. 1 ment will be the best form of protest. Let us turn our
For as I stated earlier, the Board is responsive, and
energies towards a quick renovation of Roberts Union,
will be speaking on Thursday at Candidate's Night
are thinking
^ would appreciate hearing what
¦ students
not one that will stretch over a period of years.
¦ ».¦¦
and , if you really want to talk, I usually study in my
and feeling.
•*•
These are the major issues confronting students at present. I
room at 255 Mary Low.
Thus, based on my past experience, my present
am
running for Student Representative to the Board
involvement, and my goals for next year, I hope you
Thank-you for your consideration . Please vote
of Trustees to represent an informed and considered
on Friday.
will give me your support on Friday.
student opinion. Recognition of the realities of the
situation is mandatory. By working within the system,
things can be accomplished. Student input into college
decisions has become a viable tool for consideration of change,
Without a doubt , there are m any problems, changes
as well as affirmation of present policies. In working with
,'P"
and important decisions facing Colby today. Many of
the Board I will work for the betterment of Colby 's
these p roblems and decisions will be dealt with
future.
through the Board of Trustees, and any effective deCome to Candidates' Night. Talk to the candidates.
cision-making on this policy-forming level should ,
And vote on Friday. Remember the Student Represen_0ba_an~\___^__PH'_lf__B_____l3
and must, take into consideration student opinion.
V ¥a1^ BIrS_PPPJHI
tative to the Board of Trustees is not a part of the Studen t
Sr
li
IH _^_^_h. ^__v ^^ ^_i _^_h.^B B _*, ^^HifIttfljla| MsIiAfl
* _H
This requires active and responsible student represenI
IJB/a
t^^ I ^^^ HH
Association'Executive Committee , but they must work tosh^^
gether. And it is their joint responsibility to determine
tation on the Board and I am willing and able to help
supply that representation.
all factions of student opinion on any given issue.
One of the basic problems on campus is the lack
of effective communication between us, the students,
and the people who make poli cy decisions. I will
approach the job of student representative with purpose
and energy and a great desire to bridge this gap, in an
open-minded fashion , by helping to publicize issues
and by actively soliciting and then voicing student
—¦¦¦ —¦" ¦—¦¦—- ¦—¦¦ ¦¦—— i—
feelings (no matter how diverse) so that we can have
There are many issues around campus which
some say in the decision-making of the Board.
demand immediate action by students, faculty,
administration , and the Board of Trustees. This
requires individuals who are well-informed, concerned ,
Internshi ps in Learning Disabilities
and determined. These qualities, I believe, are esJune 2 to August 22,1975
pecially important in regard to the student representatives to the Board of Trustees. At present
Intensive , full-time study. 15 credits at either graduate or
the representation by the students and faculty is
_I_^_^_^_I9^_^_^_^_^_^_I_mRlv
undergraduate level. Theoreti ca l work and practica l tutori al
one of the basic sources of student op inion which
experience
with adults , prison ers, and school-aged childre n.
as
the Trustees can tap. I feel , that if re-elected
Options to continue in BA and MA programs.
representative to the Board of Trustees, I can meet
this challenge with great vigor.
• Diagnosis , Testing, and Co uns elin g pf Reading and
other Learni ng Disabilities.
First, having been a student representative to
•
Theories
and Issues in Learning Disabilities.
1
have
gained
the Board of Trustees this semester,
invaluable experience in dealing with the Board as
• Methods and Materials in Remediation of
a
group,
as
of
well
as
dealing
with
individual
members
Reading Disabilit y.
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Explaining Himself
tative to the Board. .
In keeping with the tradition of making absurd campaign Editors, the ECHO:
Like .most students, I believe that Colby College,
promises I would!like to offer several: 1.) I promise to wear
I would like to clarify several remarks and actions
is a good school. Yet ,.like most institutions it needs
shoes to all Board meetings, 2) 1promise to be accessible
attributed
to me in last week's ECHO.
' •, .
some improving.
and open to student ideas and opinions and 3)1
First, I was quoted in a rather hap hazard fashion
promise not to bore you with any m ore statements
Two of the issues that come to my mind are, the future
as saying "if the ground was covered with bodies. . ."
of minority students here at Colby and the use of the
like this.
etc. I am not a campu s radical a.la 1°68 nor do I
Ford Foundation grant, which Colby recently received.
believe that the flow of ideas, far-fetched as it may at
It should not be assumed by anyone that the students
times be, should be classified as news. The remark
of this campus don't care about these issues and any
quoted above has already generated exactly the negaother issues which I have not mentioned here. Let tive and hostile sort of feedback that I could have exO
n
Friday,
students
will
decide
who
will
be
their
it also be known that the Colby student body wants
pected upon my first reading the ECHO. Thus I am
representative to the Board of Trustees. This is a
action on these issues. This campus only stands to
forced to publicly retract the statement in the interest
vital
post
in
the
running
of
our
student
government
improve with more qualified minority students here
of accuracy , and hope that these words may cool the
on campus and certainly we stand to improve witjh the proper and one which requires a lot of work. I am resolved,
reactions
of those who interpreted the remarks as
if elected, to be a very active part of student affairs
usage of these funds.
printed
as
part of official Stu-A proceedings.
on this campus and work for you, the student. I
I think that the Ford Grant could help create a
Secon
dly,
regardin g my early departure from the
face a very formidable slate of candidates, which is
more stimulating academic atmosphere here at Colby.
meeting
of
the
Executive Board last Wednesday, this
a credit to the importance of this student office .
These fun ds f or ex ample, could help establish a new
action,
described
as "ceremonious" by the ECHO ,
This calls for the student to decide which candidate
department on campus which would deal with the
was
performed
with
little pomp and none of the forwill
be
able
to
express and represent the student body
"Third World" developing nations of the world.
malized yet insignificant intentions ascribed by Webster 's
most
effectivel
Board..
With
y
on
the
this
in
mind,
I
They could also help improve our lib rary an d b ring
Dictionary to the various permutati ons of the term
will give y ou a few of my t h oughts on the office and
it up to date. Certainly, some of the departments already
ceremony. I knew the ramifications of the action ;
my
role
if
elected:
established here at Colby also need improving. These
after 2 1/. hours of rather frustrating proceedings I
Within
the
Board
of
Trustees
lies
the
decision-making
funds could bring lecturers up here who are wll-known and
felt that the purposes of the Stu-A were no longer
power of Colby. The. extent of student influence on
who could speak on the issues which face us all today. ,
being forwarded by our talk. My "ceremony ," as 1 f
the Board's policies at this point is not a strong one.
These are some of the aspects which should be dealt
remember,
was to insert my feet into my shoes (removed
They do have the power; this does not mean that what
with on the Board of Trustees. Instead of shying
earlier
we do is unconsequential. I believe the Board will
in the evening), and to simply leave, with NO unaway from the important issues on this campus, the Board
usual
commotion
.
listen to the students because the school depends on
of Trustees should work with all of the students in
Finall
y,
I
believe
that it is necessary to explain my
the students as much as we depend upon them for our
order to improve Colby.
position concerning the proposed Colby College Infirmary,
education.
We
can
influence
the
policies
and
decisions
The time has come for students to help th emselves
I have yet to be convinced pf the logic of constructing
of the Board. This is the job of the student representative
by speaking out and getting involved. By doing this
a new, free standing infirmary, when Colby is located
to
express
the
opinions
of
the
student
body
so
that
the
we will all benefit. Should I be elected to this position ,
within walking distance of three major hospitals! The
Board's
decisions
will
be
made
with
the
knowledge
of
I will speak up and I will let the Trustees know that
infirmary project has the advantages of a six-year lobbying
how we feel on issues. The student representative
the students of Colby College want to help improve
effort
and has been the object of President Strider's
enables us to bridge the gap between the students and
those things that need improving! My three years
favor
for
much of this time. Still, I have yet to find
the real p ower of the institution. If elected I will
at Colby will help me represent all of you on the
one
student
who will tell me that we actually need
represent the students relentlessly and make sure the
Board. I believe I can do tjie job ! I ask that all of you
such
a
facility
! Thus, Colby once again is being subBoard knows our sentiments at all times and on all
reading this article vote orf Friday for the ' person
jected
to
a
great
financial drain without reason, and
issues.
you think will do the best job possible.
without
attention
to the true residential needs of the
Something that must be avoided in the future is
college
population
and community. To repeat all the
shown by the funding of a new infirmary which the
arguments
for
(or
against)
the proposed infirmary would
Board felt the school so urgently needed. Student sentibe wasted motion , but please—seek out the facts for
ment against the building was organized so late that it
yourself and attend the groundbreaking for this
will be hard to stop the formalized plans. To prevent
building on Monday. A good turnout will certainly
situations
as
these
we
must
know
both
the
long
and
It has already become apparen t that several specific
demonstrate our concern.
short-range
plans
of
the
Board.
In
this
respect,
I
issues will be the focus of much of the work of the
Spen cer Aitel
pledge to keep the students aware of the Board's decisions
Board of Trustees and Student Association next
.iii..iiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiy
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and attitudes on issues that come before it.
year. These are the minority situation, the Roberts
If elected I will not allow a situation where the Board
renovation, and the broader question of student
is
in
ignorance of student opinion and priorities. I feel
input and role decision making. These concerns have
confident
that I can do the job and hope you vote in my
—
Give us the name of your friend and a nominal fee S
not arisen spontaneously ; nor have they come from
favor
Friday.
resulted
directly
from
the faculty, or administration-all
.—
and we will hit him or her unexpectedly in the face
—
¦
.»¦• ...-. . m : ..- «.
student effort and agitation.
S
Z with a pie over Carnival Weekend (proceeds willgo
Students m ust continue to provide leadership
__
~ to charity) .
on those and any other issues if there is to be any
S "A taste of the Spring Carnival for the target
j£
"Worm s "
progress. The two Representatives to the Board
S
your
choice."
of
S
by Charle s B u k ow s k i
are in a vital position in this respect for their ability
to convey student proposals to the Board and make
"a guy told me,
5
S Contracts available Sun.-Thur. 6:30-7:00,
S
Zete library.
the Board aware and responsive to student needs.
you d on 't have to worry about worms when you 're
In order to do this effectively they must work closely
dead.
Tlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllilllllllllllll?
they never get to you .
with SturA and others .on campus who are involved
¦MiM -H-H_av -_a__ aa __Ma _aN_M_AHlM -_M_i
the body changes like in all different
in determinging and articulating those needs.
ways—by the time
Serving on Stu-A Executive Committee this past
Hey'
year has shown me that these possibilities are very real.
things have happened and it
The $25,000 committment to study the Roberts
always happens
renovation resulted largely from a survey and rep ort
different
that were presented to the Board in February. Talking
they've dug up these old kings outer tombs, ya
with various Trustees has shown me the depth of their ,
know:
concern. Indeed, several members have expressed
one guy was jus t
a desire to spend several days here next fall in order to get
a little splo tcb of black
more adequate picture of the college.
water , another had a
Since my "retirement " fro m Student Association
beard 18 feet long and another bad
last month I have continued to attend almost all
turned to a kind of rock -like
Execu t ive Committ ee meet ings, met and talked
salt,
informally with Bob and the other present
yeah? I said
offi cers, been appoin ted to the Roberts Renovation
yeah, he said
Committee and met with Gloria Payne and various
Trustees on the minority situation. In these and other
he knew all these things.
ways I hope I have demonstrated my willingness
he lived high in the hills and had these
and desire to do a superior job as a Student Representremendous brains.
' yyln_iylt^
before I left I reached out and
pulled the worms out of his
eyes nose belly shoes hair ears
and then he said
less than 500 lbs. $5.00 per month
good nig ht
>
and I said
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good night

and I got in my car and drove off
and the loorms laughed
all the way home. "

$7.00-pi dkup and $7.00 for delivery
All items Insure d with additional insurance
opt ional

Still thj nlc you 're in control? I don 't. I hear the worms,
and think,we should do something about it. Allow
me to speak up for all of us. Please vote on Friday.
§..._ih__j___ i-y_^_^^

¦

We M ove With
Care Everywhere

The Birth of an ECHO
I give this warning at the outset: Whosoever is
bored by the ECHO will be bored by this article.
If you are bored by the ECHO and still reading,
let me begin by pointing out that the purpose of
this article is not to praise or criticize the current
edition of our newspaper , or for that matter, past
ones. Nor is it my intent to celebrate any particular editors, famously or otherwise; in fact, I do
not intend to use a'single name. What I would like
to do, if you care to j oin me, is simply present a
fairly accurate account of how our ECHO becomes,
and briefly discuss some of the aspects of journalism
which should govern a newspaper of the ECHO'S
nature. To all those who are not bored by the ECHO,
I trust you will find this article informative and enjoyable.
Basically , tne ECHO begins in much the same
manner that this article did: a member of the staff
approaches another student with a specific topic,
and asks for a brief and suitable account. For the
next week or so , the responsibility of the paper
lies in the hands of several members of the college
community, not always connected with the ECHO
itself. The significance of this fact is obvious : the
articles do not always get written. This is where the
work of the editors beg ins. As they are the ones
most directly responsible for our paper, and with
the most at stake, it follows that their first duty is
seeing that enough material is received , and if need
be, turning over assignments to the staff writers. -By
Monday they can become damn persistent.
By Tuesday the ECHO begins to take a sort of
imaginative shape. Articles on various events and
subjects are expected , and extras (letters to the
editors, bulletins, etc.) begin to turn up. The idea
of the ECHO becomes more specific; photographs
are developed; a lay-out is planned. The staff awaits
the next day.
Wednesday is the day of reckoning: Hopefully all
the material for the issue has been re ceived by early
afternoon. The long process of editing (the second
major responsibility of the editors), retyping, proofreading, and headlining begins. The real hours to
watch the ECHO take shape may occur anywhere
between 7 p.m. and 3 a.m. There are anywhere between fifteen and twenty-five people hard at work
at desks, benches, and machines. It is remarkably
quiet. The atmosp here is congenial and businesslike. Finally , one is more impressed by the way in
which all the little things that are necessary for tne
paper 's production get done , than the actual process
of lay-out, the result of which we see Thursday, mealtime. Lay-out is nevertheless interesting, however
tedious the process might be. The retyped , proofread articles are stuck on the master-sheets in their .
proper places. Photographs, headlines, and advertisements are added. Proofreading again. Pages begin

_ Buy your BREW for
| the Spring Carnival
Weekend at th e
I
IBeverage Warehouse.

to take shape in the characteristic tormat which we
recognize: front page articles, editorials, letters to
the editors, articles on lectures, the sports page, And
somehow; sometime Thursday morning, after all the
delays, the setbacks, and the tedious cut and paste
work, the last page is done. A private printer photographs the lay-out sheets, and brings the paper. The
ECHO arrives Thursday afternoon.
This brief account of the ECHO's becoming will,
I hope, serve to supp ort the observations I want to
make concerning the nature of our college newspaper
For example, it seems to me that above all else, the
purpose of having a college newspaper is to provide
students with an opportunity to learn about journalism the best way possible : to get out and write for
an audience and to participate in the work that goes
into putting a newspaper together. The ECHO
should encourage participation in an activity which
teaches useful skills to students, who might or might
not be interested m working on a larger newspaper
someday. It is simply another way to have a damn
good time at Colby.
That all this is so, will be apparent to anyone who
wanders over to the ECHO office on a Wednesday
ni ght. As the tone of Mr. Bassett's article in the first
issue of this semester's ECHO suggested, the real
enjoyment of the college newspaper is felt b y a handful of students who put the thing together, not by
the rest of us who read it over dinner. If the ECHO
does fall short of what we, the whole college community,
expect , it is because we overlook what has to
be its most important function. It is not so much the
news that We read in the pages of the ECHO each week
that should occupy our dinner-time conversations , but
rather the way in which it is presented. The long
ECHO'S becoming does not end Thursday meal-time,
when the issues are plopped down outside the dining
halls ; it still has to be read and discussed b y students
whose interests in good journalism should be every
bit as-keen as the interests of those who are attempting
to produce it.
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Pro fessors On L eave

One of the faculty benefits at Colby is the sabbatical leave. At the outset it must be em phasized
that sabbaticals benefit the entire community. The
leave is engineered to allow faculty members a chance
to 'catch up with recent research in their fields, to
reorganize course structures, and improve - teaching skills.
The program of study during the leave must be approved by the college before leave is granted. This
approval consists of recognizing that a valid contribution to the community will result from the leave.
The leave is granted every seven years. Professors
may either leave for one sem ester at full pay, or a
whole year at half pay. The seven year period is a
guideline, not a steadfast rule. Often professors must
wait until some one is able to assume their responsibilities; for example Prof. Thorwaldsen has waited 5 years
until someone was able to assume his responsibility.
Next year nine faculty members will be on sabbatical leave from Colby. Prof. Henry Gemery (Economics)
and Prof. Charles Bassett (English) will go on full year
leaves. Profs. Roland Thorwaldsen (Religion), Robert
Kany (History and Special Programs), and Don Allen
(Geology) will be on leave first semester. Profs.
Arnold Pestana (Geology), David Bridgman (History), .
Henry Holland (Modern Languages), and Peter Re
(Music) will be on leave secon d semester.
Peter Re is planning to go to Rome to do some
orchestral conducting. He will work with a chamber
orchestra in Rome. If this plan comes through (it is
only tentative now) Mr. Re will be part of an exchange
program he is trying to co-ordinate with European
conductors. Mr. Re presently conducts an orchestra in
Bangor and hopefully the Roman conductor would take
charge of the Bangor orchestra for a couple of concerts.
Mr. Re p lans to spend about 2 1/. months in Rome
ultimately giving three concerts. The program for
these concerts will probably include works of American
composers such as Copland and Harris in recognition of
the Bicenntenial.
. He is also interested in working with foreign musicians
He has often been told that ethnic groups have distinctive facets of form . For example the Italians are known
for shaping the melodic line.
In addition Prof. Re will finish a couple of p ieces he
has been working on. He has been unable to write the
pieces during the year because of college activities. He
feels the need for "large blocks of time" with which he
can weigh the alternatives which attend the composition
of any musical piece. These p ieces have been commissioned and the dates for their perform ance already have
been scheduled. He also wants to go to his publisher to _
work on thingsi already"written. Mr. Re feels the com-

All Set f or Carnival

by Jeff Sherwood
positional work is important because it helps to develop
insights into the workings of a piece of music, thus
creating a better all around awareness.
Prof. Thorwaldsen is going to become a*student
again at Duke Univ. He wants to catch up on things. He
has several catalogues of book titles and magazine •
articles which he wants to read. Thor will be taking classes
at the seminary in New Testament literature and classes
in the history of religion at the graduate school. The
decision to attend Duke was the result of a friend's
recommendation. Duke has good library facilities
and several good faculty members. To be a good teacher

Prof. Thorwaldsen feels that one must keep learning
and assimilating new material. It is impossible to keep
up with contemporary thought and teach classes at
the same time.
Prof. Harold Pestana is going to stay in Waterville. His primary objective will be to reorganize his
paleontology course among others. He will be stud ying
the history of geology during the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries: change in geological concepts
will occupy his attention. In addition Mr. Pestana will
be looking at the history of geologic thought from the stand
point of revolutionary periods. This study is connected
with some work he has done with Prof. MacArthur in
relation to Kuhn s ideas of how science operates. The the
ory suggests that periods of revolutionary thought are followed by periods of relative inactivity or normalcy.
Next spring Prof. Pestana will help Prof. Gilbert with
Bio. 358's field trip to Bermuda. Pestana and Gilbert
organized the trip and have decided to continue it every
two years.
As with other professors Pestana does not feel that
the regular academic schedule offers enough time to
improve teaching skills and conduct research.
Prof. Henry Gemery will be at the Institute of
Commonwealth Studies of the Univ. of London next
year. The main focus of his research will be on indentured
servitude and slave forms which characterize New World
(1600-1807) labor supply patterns. The question of
their interrelationshi p, and how governmental policies
affecte d their interaction will be the main topic. Gemery's
interchange with Prof. Hogendorn has helped to shape the
project since Hogendorn specializes in African economics,
and the African slave trade.
Prof. Gemery hopes the project will enhance his
research acquaintanceship with other facilities, provide
more topics for Jan Plans, and give the Colby faculty
farther exposure in the publishing world.
Next week the ECHO will print the sabbatical plans
of tbe re maining five professors.

Out to Lunch

by Hank Bothfeld
My Mom once told me, "Don 't count your
As the big weekend approaches, last minute details
chicks, till you 've bought out the Frats," but I didn't
are shaping up to create one of the finest weekends
listen.
Now, seven years later and many lectures since,
Colby 's going to see in a long time. Friday, at all the
I
am
just
understanding the jist of it all.
dining halls, programs will be handed out so that everyColb
has a great tradition going here : keep the
y
body knows exactly what's happening ! Fridav ni . t
number
of
males greater than females; give Frats houses
there will be a free dance in Runnals Union with "Some
arid
sororities
their picture in the yearbook, and feof My Best Friends", and the fun starts at 9:00 p.m.
males
rotten
housing;
and when things get hot alienate
Just before this, the Scavenger Hunt clues will be blaststudents
b
y
skirting
the
issues in hope things will cool
ing out of WMHB and the lucky person who listens
down.
carefully and has a good nose for such hunts will be
Colb y doesn t need to get rid of the Frats. What
a 1 a happy prize winner. For any questions
counts
is where they are located on campus. If Frat
concerning the hunt , call Chuck Clark at ATO.
row
and
the Center were interchange d the polarization
Unfortunately , gang, the parade was cancelled "due to
wou
ld
be
just as great. When you put any image ora lack of interest. . . . lets hope this isn 't infectious.
ganization
clustered on one side of campus the same
We're a ll pre tty bust , but if we don 't take time out for a
thing
will
happen.
The people living in the old
relaxing an d funfille d weekend , we'll be crazier a lot
"
"
new
d
orms
stick
around their living area as much
.
sooner t han we t hink ! ! So, fire up !!!
as
the
Frat
fellows
do
theirs. It is pretty much human
There's st ill plen ty of space f or b oot hs on fra t r ow
na
t
ure
t
o
s
t
ay
wi
t
hin
shor
t walking distance of your
for those interested in setting up a booth in Satroom.
After
all,
your
books,
bed, beer , munchi es,
ur day 's carnival. Get it up between 9:00 and 9:30 and
stereo
and
mouth
wash
are
in
your room. The probenjoy the profits. The location of the chariot race will
lem
lies
in
the
location
of
the
Frats
and , in fact ,
Mike
Boyson
and
Bobby
MC's
the
be announced by
the
set-u
bf
the
campus.
't
p
I
don
have
any sound proAn d erson , arid that winner will take home a biggy -$150.00,
posals
,
just
an
idea:
Get
the
students
opposed
to Frats,
The p icnic dinner on Saturday is being run by the Selt
he
Fra
t
br
ot
hers
,
and
t
he
adminis
t
ra
t
ion
t
oge
t
her over
lers follies and will serve up steak (so don 't be too
a few beers and explain to the:fraternities that its nodissappoin ted when it doesn 't greet your eyes at
t hing personal , but that it's something that is clearl y
lunch time.) That 's behind Roberts Union between 5 :00
dividing t he campus , and in the meantime get everyand 6:30.
body to quit waging war against each other.
.The carnival committee asks that the frats along the
The question of sororities is beyond me. I don 't
row pu t their speakers ourside and tune into WMHB
know whe t her t hey wan t t hem or no t (I've hear d
for both the scavenger hunt clues and a little entert hey don 't), but it does seem strange to give males
tainment on Saturday during the carnival itself.
houses and females not. The question that really
"Other goodies for the weekend include the Trivia
should be looked in t o is t he minori ty of women on
con test, to be held over WMHB on Friday from 7:00
campus as opposed to men. As it stands now,
to TO:rio"PM J There will also be a football game at
women get screwed (easy boys), by the room
3:00 PM on Friday, behind Pi Lamb. Refreshments
select ion , the medical facilities and counselors , and
of hot dpgs and beer will'be served. Friday night's
the lack of female professors. It does seem a bit
late night comedy films will commence at 9:00 PM
strange when you think abou t it,
in Lovejoy and during Saturday's double-header, the
What changes that do come about are helped along
Sigma Kappa 's will be selling lemonade to the thirsty
by the administration , which is absolu tely the last
crowd. Saturday night will see a square dance on Dana
Oh , and a last minute detail that can hardlv po
lawn at about 8:00PM. They'll be refreshments at this
forgotten:watch the campus mail 'cause the comone top, so how can you miss? Sunday 's schedule
puter dating choices are gong out. Finally the suspense
includes a possible rugby game (TBA), and the Colby
will end. Can't wait to see that t»oorie in Runnals ...
Band will be entertaining the campus in the quad
So start the countdown , Colbyl Spring Weekend's
Sunday at 1:00 PM. .
here and thing 's arc happening. Don 't miss a minute of
it.

Sontag to Spell out
People ' s Role
More candidates for the Presidency can be made
visible and viable through the use of an organized
television and" radio series, Frederick H. Sontag will state in
the Gannett Lecture, Monday, May 12.
The national public affairs and reserch consultant
will outline a specific proposal based on his overview
that the national need calls for a new Presidentialpossibility format, which would be supervised by an
especially created commission.
The visiting government and political science lecturer , who has a home at Seal Harbor and is a graduate
of Colby, will also spell out what the people 's role in this
undertaking would be, as well as the project 's concept.
The Ganriett Lecture will be given at 7:30 p.m.,
Monday, May 12, Runnals Union, Dunn Lounge.

Trivia Contes t
What art becomes most valuable in a Trivia Contest?
•trivialization of course—the act , process or result of trivializing. Trivia, defined m Webster 's Seventh is from
the Latin root, trivialis: uniriiportant matters, trifles.
To Webster it may be unimportant, but this weekend
WMHB in cooperation with Colby 's Spring Carnival
will give all you trivia.nuts a chance to prove otherwise.
For example, how many pages are there in Webster 's
Seventh Dictionary anyway ? If you know the answer
to that question, or can really get into answering other
equally unimportant questions like that, then you 're
a perfect candidate for a trivia contest.
Trivia contests usually involve two or more people,
each trying to outstump the others with questions.
When enough people play, speed is a crucial factor
because to win one must not only be correct , but also
the first to be correct. Polled knowledge is generally most
successful because the questions do get tougher and
thus, the competition stiffer.
This Saturday night, May 10th, WMHB will conduct
Colby's first big Trivia Contest! Beginning at 7:00
and continuing to 10:00 p.m., trivia questions will be
asked, each followed by an oldies tune. While the song
is playing, people phone on their answers (872-8037).
They may either answer the trivia question or give
the title and performer of the song (extra points can
be earned for knowing the writer or label). First correct
answers earn points which are totalled at the end of
the game. Anyone, as an individual or as a .teja-ijfT, can
play and register that night after their.first right ,
answer is phoned in.
-• --''
So get yourselves set for Saturday night with radio
and telephone in hand cause there are big prizes to
be won. For more information contact Kim Marsh,
ext, 5 26. (psssst, 1,222 pages)
..

organization to get the wheels moving. They may talk
through their hats till they get empty headed , but ask
them to really commit a substantial effort to anything
and you'll get a stuffed shirt full of tippy-nip-tuck.
I'm not pointing any fingers (just taking pot shots),
but think of all the times you 've heard some one high
up the ladder say, "Good idea, I thin k I'll look into
that. Boy, I sure wish you'd come to me sooner ,"
and find out later that it slipped his/her mind. Maybe I'm pessimistic, but by the time things change around
here I expect to be receiving my Alumni Bulletin through
the mail. In the meanwhile I hope that the Frats won't
take things too seriously , after all they 're in threat
of losing very comfortable living arrangements.
I hope that the anti-Frat people realize it isn 't
really t he Fra t s, but rather their location on campus;
and th e administra t ion will get around to correcting the
discrimination against women. As long as the
administration remains a goosling zygote of futility
this campus will stay split down the middle of the road.
Which , is an appr opria te p lace for Colby to be divided
if y ou think about it.
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Bern Porter
by Ter ry Reill y

The Genius
Has Left
"
J

Tucked away in a corner of Miller Library, turning
sustaining, with th e air and/or liquid moving fast enough
yellowand gathering dust under lock and key, is an
to keep out rain , snow , insects , and wind, and the solar
amazing collection of books, ra nging from first editions
batteries generatin g enough ppwer to provide electri- .
of Alain Robbe-Grillet, AntoninArtaud and Eugene
city, heat water , and still maintain the air columns. A work ing
Ionesco pl ays
, to autographed copies of J ean Genet 's
model of this sort of building has "been constructed
Our Lady of the Flowers, an autographed set of the
at Californ ia Polytechnic Institute , and the advantag es, with .
complete works of Buckminster Fuller, to complete
respect to the use of raw materials , are obvious.
and autographed sets of limited editions of Charles
Porter told us that I 've Left was criticized for its
Bvkowski, Gary Snyder , Lawrence Ferlinghetti, Walter Lowen br evity, that many of its critics thought that it should
fels, Henry Miller, andAnais Nin, to a copy of Voltaire's
have been extended to include volumes, much like Buckminster
Candida with illustrations by Pau l Klee. In all there
Fuller 's.Porter 's reaction to this can best be exemplified by the
about 650 books, including works by relat ive unknowns like
concluding statement of I 've Left :" pity , then , only
Curtis Zahn, Rudolph Wurlitzer,and Bern Porter.
yourselves in your own stew. As for me, I've left. "
Who?
The secrets of Porter 's manifesto are being left
Bern Porter . And guess who gave all those books
for others to test and unravel , to come to their own concluto Colby.
sions as to their effectiveness in directin g the course
Who?
of humanity. Porter himself has said his piece and is willing
Bern Porter.
now, it seems, to sit back and watch . His main regret
Who?
is that he's been involved in the two major inventions
Well, that 's just it—
of the twentieth century, nuclear energy and space
As the four os us sit on the porch , pulling on coats
travel , and that both of these innovations have been
and boots , pre pari ng to make the long trip back , Porter
used for military purposes primarily, with only secondary
moves among us, dressed in clothes whose colors seem
by-products being made available to the common man.
a little too much like the snow threatening sky.
Porter laments the lack of testin g in nuclear reactor
Two hours before , he'd come slapp ing to the door
construction , and blames it on the profit motive and
in bedroom slippers , in search of the source of the snowball
the resulting short-cuts. The thing which strikes one immediately
which had just hit the windo w of his study. With long,
however , is that Porter would know a lot about the
wild gray hair and a twho-three day growth of beard
things he 's discussing, and that obviousl y a lot!of thoug ht has 1 AS THE PRESS URES of finals build up, we all have our
smeared like ashes across his face , he didn 't look much
gone into formulating these opinions. But still he
own way of maintaining our sanity (photo by Kerwin) .
like a world famous nuclear phssicist , at least according
remains aloof.
him only enoug h legacy so that someday, somebod y
to the caricature I d construct ed on the ride down.
'TJie first ninety years are the hardest ," he says
can find somethin g written or created by him which
"We 're from Colby," I said , with the suppresse d
rubbing capacious midsection th roug h scratch y flannel.
says,
directly or indir ectl y, I Told You So.
premise that for $5200 a year , I could throw snowballs
It occurs to me that this was the first thin g he sai d
Tucked
away in a small brown bouse , Bern Porter
at any body 's window (and get away with it).
when we arrived , and the statement forms rather mundane
lives
amongst
the growing chaos of Belfast , Maine, with
He seemed totall y unimpressed. "We 've broug ht
boundaries—brack ets, almost—enclosing some of the
"
its
increasing
books and want to talk , someone else added clumsily.
rates of unemployment , inbreeding, and
fascinatin g things we've been talking about.
"The first ninety years are the hardest ," he said ,
imbecility. Within this framewo rk, hefunctionsWe laughed and left, the impression made , the case
then tol d us he could spare a few minutes and why didn't
and there an unknown number of others like himproven.
we come on in and sit down for awhile. Stepp ing across
getting
up with the sun and going to bed when it goes
Strange , but in an age of Monte Hall and social
the" thrshold , a line from a review about one of Porter 's
down
but
it seems likepeople like him should be
,
security, uniqueness and genius often manifest thembooks— "Bern Porter is mad genius "—flashed back
encouraged to participate within, rather than without
selves as obnoxiou s commodities—a la J immy Connors
on me and I was seized with Momentar y Doubt ,
or
Bobb
the
system, doesn 't it? ¦
y
Fischer.
The
quiet
genius
opts
out
,
leaving
behind
fear almost , like walking down the hall to see the
Wizard of Oz or enterin g Dr. Caligari 's castle .
When we were all seated , he seemed almost as
embarrassed and nervous as us. Perhaps remembering
jn yjnane statement about Colby, he started there ,
tellmg. us tiiat he 'd graduated from here in 1932 (which we knew)
and that as an "undergraduate he*d tau ght courses in physics,
edited the newspaper and the journal of the arts , and
done a bit of painting arid a few woodcuts (which we
found some of my traps missing, others moved , and one
by Deborah Seel
didn 't know) .
smashed and left as a warning. I found threat notes in
In a slow, deliberate tone he continued autoThe original purpose of my senior scholars stu dy
two traps.
biograp hically, noting that he pursued physi cs rather
was to make population estimates of snowshoe hares
Population estimates from track counts showed that
than literature by circumstance rather than pr eference ,
on a stud y area between the Colby campus and th e
th e hares were being reinforced by new recruits which
and that he received his Ph.D. just in time to .be
railroad tracks. However , as the stu dy progressed, I
were flying into the area. These counts showed that the
included amon g the 700 physicists working on the
learned things which led me to believe that the hares
hares were continuing their activities in spite of the
Manhattan Project durin g World War II. When Hiroshima
are try ing to tak e over Colb y College.
severe winter weather. Nights as cold as -20 degrees F
was bombed , he left the project , and visited J apan
The fantastic fertility of hares and rabbits has been
and fierce snows were not slowing their marches as
shortl y after the war ended. Upon his return to the
known for ages. In the past , bi ologists found that
they trained throughou t the winter.
States, in a condition akin to semi-retirement , he took
pred ators , diseas e, and other factors kept the snowMy final pr oof of their plans came from an u nexup residence in San Francisco , and began his associations
shoe hare in che ck with cyclic peaks in hare abundance
source . I knew that dogs from Colby and Water pected
with many of the figures of the so-called San Francisco
every ten years. Re cently , more pressure has been
ville were helping my cause by chasin g the hares and
Renaissance.
put on hares by man and his domestic animals. Habiharrassing them in the traps. They succeeded in killing
It was at this point that the four of us really became .
tat destruction , hunting , biological studies , beagle
other hares, as evidenced bv the hare 's foot I found
interest ed, and also the point where Porter seemed to
clubs, and the reintroduction of the fisher h ave made
near dog trac ks in February. Then , one da y in Mar ch ,
relax and enjoy the chance to reminisce. He ta lked
serious inroads on hare numbers. During my study I
three dogs, lead by a Beagle , came to my office
on ab out his friendshi ps with Henry Miller and Anais
realized that the hares knew about their decline , arid
on fourth floor of Life Science. They were concerned
lif
e
in San Francisc o,
Nin, his tr avels in Europe , his
were takin g action to preven t their destruction.
about
the hare situation and wanted to know what to
o
gram.
and his eventual role in NASA's Apoll o Pr
The first incident which aroused my curios ity was a
do
about
it. We knew tha t using hunting to control the
I asked him about Bukowski.
rep ort by the noted naturalist Miss Carol R. Foss (1975 ,
hares
would
be illegal because the Colby property has
" Bukowski's a pretty normal guy," he said , making
unpublished - N.H. Audubon refused to print it) that
been
designa
ted a Wildlife Management Area by Maine
me-to say the least-smile . "But the poems he writes
snowshoe hares could fly. She observed a hare escape
legislature . Without more proof , the legislature would
may not be considered by many people as poems... "
fr om a weasel which was burrowing underneath the
not pass an act to allow hunting on the area . So I told
G radu ally , as we talked , and as more and more of
hare t hroug h th e snow, as they commonly do to cat ch
the dogs to spy on a hare conference tha t night and to
his p hilosophy became evident , the talk turned to his own
hares by the feet. The hare sprang into the air , threw
report
back to me the next day.
work, particularly his book I 've Lef t, which begins
off its white coat as a decoy, unf olded it s wings , and
I
was
horrified at the news they broug ht back. .The
with the statement: "Ou t of inaction I act and out of
flew away. She postulates that the hares use their white
hares
were
already making plans to march on the college
negation I fabricate the debris whose weight litters
winter coats as camoufla ge on the snow and to hide
on
Commencement
Day. According to the dogs, t hey
the plains with the bro ken backs of cranes and stevedores. "
their wings.
lanned
t
o
execu
t
e
all
t he biologists : bot anis ts by
p
The book took more than eight years to write and is
This f inding has not been reported in the past.
"
ists
and
histolo gists by drowning,
han
ging,
p
hysiolog
new
all of 3 9 pages long. Described by one criti c as a
Renowned hare investigators such as Green and Larson
ecologists
would
be
tortured
and left in a cage to starve ,
world manifesto ," the basis of the book is a call for
(1940), Severaid ( 1942 ), and R. Adams (1975) make
and
any
pre-med
students
who
had killed rabbits for
the integrati on of science and art , in all of bot h' s
,so
believe
no mention of the snowshoe hare 's wings , I
' alive in Kennebec River
f a ct ions and phases. The book is now being used as
would
be
boiled
pregnancy
tests
that this is a recent development. More proof of the
water. All hun ters would be shot. The rest of the stude nt s
a textbook at California Polytechnic Institute , and
hares ' f lying abili ty was shown by the rap id migra t ion
and p rofessors would become slaves with the members
the pra ctical applications of some of the theorie s arc
of hares across the Messalonskce River to my study
™
of the Maine An ti-Vivisection Society as their task
area.
being test ed.
. . .
masters.
'
in I ve Lef t, Porter formula tes acron yms to describe
The developmen t of wings by the hares would not
I knew tha t the peop le of Maine would not accept my
lis pro posed in tegrations-such as SCITHE for the integralead to the conclusion that they are plotting to ta ke
word
on the matter $ more concret e evidence was needed .
SCIMUS
for
the
integration
tion of science arid theatre ,
over Colby. Track counts showed that the hares were
Tha
t
is why the dogs and I have decided to try to record
of scien ce and music, SCI POE for the integration of
congrega ting in the dense alder thic kets below Colby
' conference tonigh t, May 8. Wc will leave at
t
he
hares
science and poetry. A pragmatic examp le of one of
at nigh t Suspectin g troub le, I set traps to catch some'
dusk to take up our vigil at the edge of the alders. If
these theories is Porter 's concept of SCIARCH -the combination of the hares. The twenty hares I managed to catc h would
you have not seen me by t he time you read t his , presen t
of science and archi tccture -which calls for the construction
not reveal their wings to me , even after I inserte d metal
this to President Strider immediately, and aler t your
of structures using dire cted columns of air and li quids ,
tags in their cars. Man y of these har es were devoted
friends to this grave threat. Beware , t he hares are only
which are channelled through intake and exhaus t
enough to come back to the tra ps to spy on my
a
few hundre d feet away across Mayflower Hill Drive,
systems. The system would be generated by solar energy
activities. I examine d the hares thoroug hly in a tt empt s
plotting
the attack as you sleep. If you come to graduat ion!
generated from the floor , which would be composed of solar
to find their wings, bu t could not find the zipper on
f
or ba tt le , pr we will be calling our alma mat er
prepare
batteries. Directed columns of sound and light would form
their winter coats,
Watership
College.
selfroom barriers , and the entire system would bc
Then the hares began to take action of their own. I
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